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DATA REPORT OF OBLIQUE REFLECTION-REFRACTION RADIO-
SONOBUOY PROFILES ON THE AFRICAN ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL MARGIN
(R/V ATLANTIS II CRUISES 67 AND 75)
Hart ley Hoskins, Caro lyn U. Rogers, and Ai leen O. Woo
Woods Hole oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
ABSTRACT: Two hundred sixty-four unreversed oblique reflection-
refraction profiles using expendable radio-sonobuoys were obtained
during two geophysical cruises to the Atlantic continental margin
of Africa. This data report gives the profile locations, a
summary of the data collection and analysis, and 780 interval



















































Fi gure 1. Geographic distribution of oblique reflection-refraction
sonobuoy profile stations, R/V ATLANTIS II Cruises 67 & 75.
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INTRODUCTION
Two hundred sixty-four oblique reflection-refraction profiles
using expendable radio-sonobuoys were taken during the Eastern
Atlantic Continental Margin program sponsored by the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration - (Fig. 1). The program covering
95,800 line kilometers, was carried out during cruises 67 (1972)
and 75 (1973) of R/V ATLATIS II of the Woods Hole oceanographic
Insti tution. About a third of the sonobuoy profiles were processed
at sea.
The sonobuoys, modified military type AN/SSQ-4l, were purchased
from Oceanology International of College Station, Texas. Each
broadcasted at one of 16 frequency allocations in the 162 MHz band
and had a hydrophone suspended on a compliant cable at either 19
meters (60 feet) or 91 meters (300 teet) below the buoy. In nearly
all deployments the 19-meter depth was used to keep the hydrophone
wi thin the wave-mixed, uniform temperature, surface layer enabling
better detection of the direct water wave arrival.
The ship steamed away from the buoys at 7 to 9 km/hour and the
source repetition rate was between 10 and 13 seconds -- 20 to
30 m travel between shots. The s low ship speed was chosen to
keep the travel time step-out of the reflected wavetrains between
successive shots small enough to maintain good visual coherence
on the recording.
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The sources were a 2.0 liter (120 cu. in.) and/or a 4.9
liter (300 cu. in.) Bolt PAR airgun operated at a pressure of
about 1.2 x 107 N/m2 (1700 psi). The reflected and refracted
returns were displayed on a graphic recording using a 7.5 or
8.0 second sweep commencing shortly before the onset of the sea-
floor reflection. The useful range of the reflection traces was
generally limited to three times the normal-incidence travel time
because of. the convergence of the returns and the decrease in.
intensi ty of the returns from buried horizons. Radio range of the
buoy was about 20 seconds water wave travel time (30 km) .
The data were concurrently recorded on a 4-track Tandberg
Series 100 FM tape recorder. The channel allocations were:
1) normal incidence reflection profi le detected with the towed
streamer, 2) tape speed compensation signal, 3) oblique reflection-
refraction return detected by the sonobuoy, and 4) voice announce-
ments and shot instant. At 1 7/8 inches per second recording
speed the bandpass is 0.1-313 Hz.
A bandpass filter of 15 to 35 Hz provided the most discernible
display of the reflection data. The direct water wave arrival was
often difficult to follow at range. Thus, determination of the
travel time from the ship-towed source to the sonobuoy hydrophone
was the poorest part of the measurement. At times, a replay of
the tape at a higher filter bandpass was effective in better
detection of the direct water wave travel time.
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PROCEDURE
Terrains of flat or uniformly s~oping horizons are best suited
for oblique reflection-refraction profile determinations because
the computation used is based on rectilinear propagation of rays
through layers of constant velocity separated by planar interfaces.
In a majority of launchings, we were successful in anticipating
a favorable attitude of the reflecting horizons over which the
ship subsequently passed. Compressional wave velocities were
only determined where the reflecting interfaces had a lateral
extent of a few kilometers and a slope of less than 5 degrees as
measured on the normal-incidence profile.
The velocity determination is very sensitive to accurate
travel time measurements. Our practice was to trace the most
continuous cycle rather than the leading edge of the reflection
wavelet. The minimum increment in normal- incidence travel time
between layers was chosen to be at least 0.2 seconds because of:
1) the duration of the airgun pulse (0.2 sec.), and 2) the
deviations of the picks from the best fitted line having to be
smaller than the thickness of the layer.
A data sheet (Fig. 2) detailing pertinent information about
each sonobuoy was prepared. Since the determination of range to
the buoy from the ship-towed source could vary as much as 5%,
redundancy was sought by comparing two or more measurements of
the shallow water temperature and the ship i s speed. Because all
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Cruise SB# Type Chn.
Date Time Buoy hydrophone depth: 60 ft, 300 ft;
Local/GMT




~ Position at launch: Lat.
'"
Recorder Tape Speed ips
Repetition period of source sec.








Còurse Speed knots (Navigational)
knots (Direct arrival) (EM Log, shaft rpm)






















(typically minus .006 see)(either minus .012 see = 60 ft.
or minus .060 see = 300 ft.)
see (sum of (1) and (3) above)
Water depth
Matthews' Table area
Average vertical velocity (Matthews, Table I) (Vv)
kr (uncorrected, 1500 m/sec, from (1) above)
km/sec
.- ~ Surface Temperature
ß °8 Source: BTi: 0 other:o .-
to Q¡o~ :: Estimated Surface Layer velocity V kr/sec
g (from average water temperatur~ for 5-19 meter depth), Matthews Tables 3 & 5.
DC
Bucket
H.o.225; Engine Room intake; STD;
(Best sources)
Seafloor slope
~ Down (-) or up (+) from buoy
Q¡
~ Buried horizon slopes - estimates
~ (corrected for est. velocity of overburden)
Down (-) or up (+) from buoy
g'
~ Check individual recordings I
'"
o
~ Recording sweep periods (resolution)'
see inches/see
Cornen ts :
Sonobuoy data sheet: Rev. 6/74
Figure 2. Sample Data Sheet
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Figure 3. Sample slope correction curves for normal-incidence
profile on SDA7003 lO-inch graphic recorder.
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Figure 4. Slope correction curves for buried interfaces due to the
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Figure 5. Sample range-travel time plot of the digitized
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CSOIKIJ) R£'ISECI R2 COt.PUTEC C-FFERENCE
.Øit6 ~h.979 36,,6B4 .::75)
J .i!l9 37.e35 :37'6.57 , .178C'.Ø~l 3e.8t9 38..,18 '-.J¡i1j.Øa4 j9',f119 3C)'8£12 .:......klï'f - -
~.eI15 4Ø..836 48',863 ...kl27
~.e/9 41..866 41'958 ".~92b.1':~ ,42~q;19 43.135 ...£'25
'.l11S 43.968 44.10= -.137
l:.liPfj /.5,,l'4S '15.~93 -.)O~3
o..H'¡: 116.l25 46~24fi -.J?llJ .1-r9 ua._j35 48.:36e -.kl321.,1.4118 ~Ø.~-98 Sih82~ -.2281?bb6 52.914 S3.17il -.;¿611 £ .bi-3 55~284 55',269 .il1S
1~.88t 57..7~6 57'61U .1165
2£'.111 63..18Ø 59'992 .18824.4:'1\ f:?,,H? 62'468 .?39
sHNC/Rr CEvVTiON: ',182 NEGUIVE C vILuES CISORrEC 13 i 17
COEF"F"cIENTS or F" tTTEe POL YNO~il u INTERCepi :3~ .5768 X2: 1. i'595
x3: '28~1 )(11: -."H7 X5= -.i'øø2
VH CORRfCTft= 1 .5~56 VH SUPPL lEe= 1.~24t1
LlYeR 1 VELOCITy: 1..~ 1 REFLCTION TIt.E: 6.ilH3 THt(KNESS: 4.!iq7
Cl:PTH:: 9'211."1 SV= ."1:5 SloPE:: ",,19
CIRECT W/TER wIvE" vËLoCITY CORRE(TION 1'.287
tIR lIN' REF ,liNJ CIR (SEel REF ISEe)
CSüC¡q'l R"-(SEC) Rf COMPuTEC CIF"FERENc(
.9l:7 ~6.979 36'6£1j .~76"i.ø62 j7.'8311 _H'65~ .178
~.1i'ti 3e.fl17 38'717 .~øl?l!2 3".818 39'811 .il17402l, 1'0.:834 49'861 -.~27
~.292 4i._E\64 41.QSf", -.tl92t.44q 1l2~9Ø7 43'13j -.ó:26
f.4~3 q:~.q66 44'1Pl3 -.137
ts.3'5 ll~J.i:38 45.1391 -.)053
':.5"9 46..122 46'24l¡ -.1221l.5':s 48.."133 48.~65 -.il33l/..Ø~2 ~Ø.i:,95 5Ø'82~ -.('281t:.3í:2 ~?,9iø 53'17J -.l61ll!.3e2 ~5.jt8Pl 55'266 .il1S211.7l4 57.7Ø2 57'637 ."'65
2~d1jt7 60..176 59'988 .1882~.4fi2 6;?JØ3 62'464 .2:39
STtNL'R( CEVVTrON:: .;82 NEGA.TIVE r vJLuES CISORCED B i 17
COEFF"lcH.NTS OF rITTE!: PoL YNOMIIU INTERCfPi=3f-.5758 X2= '1.il167
X3= ',2717 Xil: -.S11fl Xs= -.I!ØB2
vH eORRECTE"r: 1.5ó:39 VH sUPPLIEc= 1.521+il
L1YER 1 VELOCITY: 1.~;l REFL: cTloN TIME: 6~"R3 THICKNESS= 4.5q7
eEPTf-= 4.597 sv= .Plkl6 SLoPE: -.19
OIR qNI REF ( IN) CIR (SEe) REF ISEC 1
.11/9 7 93. '165 6.421
,i .£I~¡. 8 il ¡~ Pl '92j b.477
l .5jØ B 1 ~Pl 1'31.4 6.5~8
? .SI'Ql R 2~Ø 1.731 6.6j9
~ .3::Ø e .~ viØ 2,,Ø2i1 6.7i:s
~ .649 8 liø£l 2'259 6.8"S
~.9/.A 8 5Ø£l 2'586 6.8E'1
~.41e 8 7Ø. 2'8911 7.S43j.8.'i" 8 9~B 3'24L4 7.21'4ll .2bØ 9 I.. 3'595 7.3b6
/. .6~ ø Q 3ØB 3'9B8 7.527
~ .S?Ø 9 5.. 4'221 7.689
? 3~.ø 9 7.. 4 '494 7.851
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CSQIKM I . R~-I'iÈ-cT.'~ R~""èöMTfii:"tIFFERfNC-É'-'"
.1~4 .B'e1 .øl;' .-..llØ2
.Ø~2 :"99 .øf6 ',,184
.Ja2 ~IØ3 'Ø'Í!6' ....tl93 _____~~______________._____
- --..:i-ii-------~'-iØ2-- .~~. ' -~-----
.fI"7 ,,8Ø3 .,,_4 -.lIøl
.lj4 '...ile'3 ,,S13 ....SØb
.S;'3 ~i!"2 ~øJ:! i-.llø1
.141 ',~11 'B8S .11,,5
.lb8 ..i117.. '815 .192
.lj3 .iI1l4 .838 .I!B6
.266 f;89i¡ '192 -.193
SHNC~R( CEvIITiON': "lIiJ4 NE:GATtVE i: VJLuFS rISURCEr. 1 i 12
COEFFICIËNTS OF FITTED POl_YNOMIJL: INTERCE"PT: ...S~h~2 X2: .3548
x3= '_iJ9~1 X4= .Be52 xs= -.eBUl
LlYER 2 VEL.OCITY: 1.b79 REF"t:EcTtoN TItJE= 6.1i19 THICI(NE"SS= .?'A2
C~~~~=M~~~~~M C~~~ICJ~I~¡NGE~LOPE~..C'9~::TER TR/vn TIM!: FoR LIYFR 2
CIR ,(IN) REF tIN) CiR (SEe) REF lSE'Cl
.11lA 8.2i¡S .16~ . b.671
.82Ø 8. jø8 '.759 b,.7291.51B 8._408 11327 6.811ø
i.9j£i 8,,~lJB 1.674 6,.881
;:.:51Ø 8,,691 1'987 b.962
~.6""Ø 8~7~Ø 2'243 7.i1/.3¡t.C)Ø8 8..8ØØ 2'.474 7.1(:'4
".189 8",991 2'784 7.2kl4j.4i'Ø 9.kløØ 2',886 7.285j.80Ø 9~2ØØ 3'257 7.4/.7
~.31ø 9.4øØ 3'_636 7.6Pe
If.7~9 g.t.øe 3'974 7.7'Ø
;.£I9Ø 9~BØB 4.279 7.931
~.I+~il lii.il"Ø 4'551 8.993
CSQ(I(MI RC'ISE(l R~ (O~PUTEC CIFFERENcF
."kl4 .,ilØ2 -'_øBi' .Øí:i2
.1112 ....*'øl+ -.~8l -.l'¡:3
.S~4 ...i4ø2 -.(lØ" -.i4fl2
.IU'7 -.il~2 .gll _.il¡:3
.iI~1 .Møl ':i1!2 -. ~:':1
.SJ6 .ile5 .ø15 .~r.e
.B£'4 .*'96 ."'17 -.~'H
.£Iji ._"15 .e1i! .i"il5
.£I/.a ..il25 .Ø17 .~~q
.S'" ..kl25 '025 .iløl
.øe9 ."29 .ø3;: -.~1i3
_.1t15 .il35 .ø37 -.i'~3
STlNt~R( rEVIITION= .1l94 NEGA.TIVE r VI LuES rii;ui:if=c : I 1~
COEFFICIENTS Ot: FITTEC POLYNOM!/U iN"ERCFPT: -.ørt6 ):2: .:0739X3= .,1197 X/.: -.£Il'68 Xs= ."øø~
L1YE"R 3' VELOCITY= 1.635 REFU.:cTIoN TItJE= 6.f.71¡ THrc!\NES~: .?:i8CEPTH: 5.il87 Sv= .2jø SLOPE.: .i'¡.
VELOCITY INVERSIoN IN uNCfRlVING UYER' NO CRITI(H HieiE I=Op I tvEf1 J
eIR IINI REF" IINJ eIR ¡5Ecl Ri:F ISEe)
.1i'Ø 8.Q41 '165 7.237
l."L'ø q',ilØØ '907 7.2E'.5i.6"~ 9.1øB 1'4Pl2 7.3f6ó:.£Il¡pi 9._2ØI 1',764 7.4/.7
~,'4jØ 9d;:£l 2'Ø86 7.527
~.8JØ Q._Li¡iil 2.399 7.61'Sjo1!¡: 9.5í~" 2'696 7.689
~~.4I:Ll 9.E:~S 2'952 7.77li
.'.7llØ (h7Ø£l 3'166 7.8~t
4.i!11Ø 9.P.;:B 3'38tl 7.931ii.søø 1:3..1"1 ~0793 e..øq:i
/..91'Ø 1;i:.2.Ø 4'123 8.2~¡4
~.2I:ø 1¡;.4 d!l 1+.436 E.i¡J6
~.7l'Ø 1.;.6ß£I 4.782 8.578
b.1tl¡: i'1.8~S 5.112 8~-7j9
C~,Ql~"") R-rISECI R2 (O~PUTEC (iFFfRrNct
.115 .ilpi6 ..ø81 .~~~7
.2fl1 .1434 .Ø27 .i'Ø6
.4~Ø ,,)062 'Ø51 ."'12
.5/.5 .tS6 'Ø72 .l14
.6b6 .~9B .992 .L\J6
.7'8 .1132 .111 -.l.;l9
.8is ~J11 '126 -.1'17
.9~8 .)29 '11+2 -.1l13i. ¡i/./j .1112 .15€. -. t' i 41.2j1 .162 .188 -.p!?6
~. 4;¿1 ',~18 .2211 - .1li-31.6bØ ._284 '261 .i"?3
~.i1-~6 ..:538 '324 .pi3
sHNtiRr CEViniO~:: .tllS NEGATIVE ( v/luES nc;ctR(Ec i i III
COEFFIcIENTS OF' FITTEC POLYNOt.IJU H~HRCEPT: -.a2e4 X2: .169l¡X3: 'S5'4 X4= .i!~52 xs: ...f1I1SE-
L1YER 4 VELOCITy: 2.il3i! REFLecTIoN TI~E"= 7.226 THl'!\NESS: .f.71
CEPTH= 5.758 SV= .2t!B SLoPE: ~1',62
4"11 f,INtMUM CRITICIL :R,NGE' 2.72 W.HER TRIVEl TI..E F'oR UVFR
3~ M.iV 1971l 1247R
III"!5 lEGb LINE12J Sf218 t1..U73 l1il5-1JI+!:i ë4 ~,1.7lN 1321 37.9'~i
























Fi gure 7. Samp 1 e 1 is ti ng of SLOWI computati ons
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program SLOWI (SLOping WIde angle reflection profiles) (Fig. 7)
(Le Pichon, et al., 1968, Houtz, et al., 1968) which: 1) adjusts
the direct water wave arrival times to match one predicted from
the seafloor reflection based on the normal-incidence travel time,
the seafloor slope, and good estimates of horizontal and mean
vertical sound velocities, 2) fits the oblique reflection trace
with a fourth-order polynomial which when differentiated determines
the emergent angle of the wavefront at the sea surface as a
function of range,. 3) computes the reduced ranges and travel times
for each layer knowing the emergent angle, the normal-incidence
travel time for the water and successive layers, and the slopes
of the horizons, and 4) fits a straight line to the squares of
the reduced ranges and travel times for each layer to determine
the velocity and thickness.
Where possible, each refraction was matched to its corre-
sponding oblique reflection. A simple modeling program which
computes and plots expected travel times versus ranges helped
verify some of the interpretations.
Four examples of the sonobuoy profiles obtained from
different physiographic areas are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and
11. Each figure shows the sonobuoy profile, its tracing, and
the concurrent normal incidence reflection profile with its
interpretation. The symbols used in the figures are: D, the
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Figure 8. Sonobuoy and concurrent normal-incidence profile obtained
from the southwest Agulhas Basin, north of the Atlantic -
Indian Ridge. This profile shows a thin sediment layer over
shallow oceanic basement. The velocity in the sediments
was computed us i ng the ob 1 i q ue ref1 ecti ons . Deeper vel oci ti es
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Fi gure 9. Sonobuoy and concurrent normal profi 1 es obtainedfrom the continental rise west These profiles
show strong discrete horizons. in the shallow
sediments were computed from the oblique ons and
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Figure 10. Sonobuoy and concurrent normal incidence profile obtained
from the continental shelf off Spanish Sahara and Mauritania.
Only refraction returns were analyzed due to the shallowness
of the water and the strong interference of the multiple
water-column arrivals with the reflections from deeper
interfaces. These velocity and depth determinations were





































Figure 11. Sonobuoy and concurrent normal-incidence profile from the
southeast Canary Basin, southwest of the Canary Islands.
This profile shows a thick sedimentary layer over the
basement typical of an abyssal plain. Oblique reflections
were used to compute horizons within the sediments while
the basement vel oci ty was determi ned from the refracti ons.
.,-
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A more complete description of the data collection and
analytical procedures may be found in Knott and Hoskins, A Guide
for the Collection and Analysis of Seismic Refraction and Oblique
Reflection Data Received by Sonobuoys, in preparation.
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56 Sf- IP /' LATITUDE LõNGiTUDE CewRSE TRAVEL LAYER LAYER STD DEV LAyER TeT Al REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRU I SE DEe i MAL DEÇ;REES II\ TiME l) I p YEL6C VEL,6C nnCK THICK vELec INTERC MENT( ..'.S6UTfi (..) "WEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC KM KM KM/sEe SEe
1 A2 67 "36,147 +016'673 207 5.828 .., 6 l' 50 ' 01 4' 37 4' 376. 202 .. c 1"68 .05 ,31 4-68
7, 054
... 6 2 '10 014 ,90 IS - "R,
2 A2 67 "37_753 +0iS-298 221 6,1+70 , 0 1'50 . 01 1+,86 4- 866,977 , ~ 2'17 1.31 .55 S. 41 1L
3 A2 67 "37,793 +015'238 221 6.,,59 . ... l' 50 . 00 ,+.8i: 4' 86u6,893 2 ." 2 '16 .14 . 47 5' ,?6,P3 2' '+ 3'00* · 00 ,09 c:. 41 5 '70 6,973 1
4 A" 67 "38.610 - +014,575 214 6.409 1'52 ' 01 .. .88 4' 81'r. , C6.805 .., '+ l' 68 .32 .33 5' ~ 1 :3 '90 6'498 1
5 A2 67 "1+0,997 +012,616 211 6, Q25 , 1 1'50 ' 01 '+, ..8 4. 48
6. 398
, 1 2.33 .30 ,47 4.9i:7 '120 ' 1 3' 01 1,90 l' 09 6'0~ 3' 83 6'5%
7. 380
· 1 :3.83+ .00 ,50 (" 53 4 '20 6.9449, 280
' 1 '+' 20+ .00 ,., 00 1 ()o i; 3 I), 82 8'623
6 A.2 67 ,,43,628 +010,527 207 5,936 . 0 1.50 · 01 '+, lf5 4, 45
6 '144 , ,- 2 '19 015 ,23 4'68 3' 06 5,899v
6 '''16
-1' (, 2,92 2,70 ,40 5, 07 4 '60 6.404 1
7 A2 67 ....4.997 +0::9,603 ca7 6, 027 , 2 1'50 · 01 4.52 4'52Ó' 599 , 2 1,90 '10 .54 5' 06 '+, 07 5.980
6 _ 750
· 2 '+' 07+ ' 00 ,29 5'35 5' 69 6, 338 1
8 A2 67 -44,995 +009.895 C88 6'103 ... ¡ 1"50 ' 01 ,+,57 ~,C;76'676
.., 1 '2 '10 .28 '6n 5'17 5'77 6'479 1
9 A2 67 -..'+,972 +011,507 Q95 6,54'+ 2'6 1"50 ' 03 4.9i 4, 916. 674 2' 6 3,80 1,70 ,25 5 '16 5'53 6.572 1
11 A2 67 "44,958 +018,858 094 50933 ... 6 l' 50 ' 01 ,+. '+ '+ 4' 446'490
. 5 2' 40 ' 27 ,67 5 '11 3' 29 5.6806.930 ' 5 3' 29 + .00 .70 5.81 4'95 6. 210 1
12 A2 67 -43.285 +024'175 c/te 6, 520 - 2' 1 l' 50 ' 00 5.26 5, 26
6' 600
-2' 1 1,80* ' 00 , 0' 5' 33 5'67 6,844 1
13 A2 67 -41.945 +024.903 355 4,757 2' 4 l' 50 ' 01 3.56 3'565'210 ' 7 2' 06 .21 ,47 4, 03 5 - 40 5'258
11+ A2 67 "40.953 +024,943 3..5 4' 061 ' '+ 1.50 ' 01 3' 04 3' 04
4' 304 , .. 1.74 .60 .21 3' 25 3' 51 3,981
,+, 6óO ' 4 3.51+ , 00 .64 :;, 89 4' 32 4.472
15 A~ 07 -39.92C +024.783 ceG 3,797 ..4 1.49 · 00 2.84 ? pi¡c
4,,)..6 .. , l. 2' 45 , 08 ,31 3-1'+ 3' 59 3.658
16 A" 67 - 38. 208 +02/t,925 ceo 5, 6ó3 . ::.~ 1.50 ' 01 /t,25 4'25c
6, 329 , 0 2' 0 1 ,29 ,67 4 '92 5' 71 6'119l' A2 67 "37.612 +025, 011 eei 4'£"09 · :; 1"50 ' 02 3.1+5 3.4'i
5. 200
· '5 '2.47 ,22 .73 4 '1 P '5 '16 5'239
18 A2 67 -::i5.753 +024,878 c24 6'193 · c. 1'51 ' 01 '+ ,67 4.67
6.1\96 · :; 2,75 ,96 ,97 r:, 63 5 '93 6.749
19 A2 67 "34.338 +024 - 596 223 '153 · .J 1.52 ' 00 011 · 11
· 310 .. 4- 1 .80 * , 00 014 '2~ '2 '13 .243
, 770 .. , '+ 2'13+ ' 00 .1+8 ,7-' 3' 00 ' 695
1,570 ... '+ 3'00+ ' 00 1,20 1,92 3 '53 1- 21'+
1,630 .. 4- ,i.53+ ' 00 010 '2' n:1 5'67 1. 188 1
2C A2 é7 -34.858 +023,658 2% · 260 ' 6 l' Ó 1 ' 00 019 '19
,820 , 6 1.80* .00 .53 ,1'2 2 '('5 . '+40
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SB ShIP & LATITUDE L8NG i TUDE eBURSE TRA VEL LAVER I. A VER STD DEV LAYER reTAL REFRAC REF"RAC BASE
it CRLiISE DECIMAL DEGREES IN TIME DIp V Ei" ¡:e VEl.eC T¡.I CK T¡. I CK VEl.eC I NTERC ME NT (-)~seUTH (-) ~;"¡EST DEG SEes DEG KM¡SEC KMisEe KM K'1 KM¡SEC SEe
1 · 740 · 6 2'26. .00 ,63 I' 6" 2' 80 I' 338
2 '1/t0 , 6 2.80. . 00 ,57 2'25 :3 '/t4 I, 7963, 320 · 6 3,/t4. ' 00 2,00 4, 25 5' 51, 3, 065 1
21 A2 67 -34.845 +021.993 186 '130 .., 1 l' 51 ,00 ,10 '10
'190 10 . 1 l' 80. ,00 .05 'IS 2' 30 '135
, ,+30
- '1 2' 30. ' 00 ,27 .4~ 2' 52 .330
,870 10 . 1 2.52+ .00 .54 .96 3 '11 ,737
1'110 10' 1 3 'Ii + '00 ,38 l' 34 3 '70 .998
l' 390
.., 1 3.70.. , 00 ,50 l' Jl4 /t' 31 l' 283
22 A2 67 "35,553 +021,912 187 . 213 to 1'51 ' 00 .16 '16
, ,+30
· .1 1.80* .00 ,20 ' 36 :: 34 ' 330
i' 390 · 1 2' 34+ .00 1.10 I' 46 3. 26 .895
1'140 , 1 3'26.. .00 ,06 l' 52 3 '54 ,948
23 A2 67 -36,146 +021,820 181 ' ?68 , 0 1'51 · 00 . 20 . 20
,910 ' 2 2' 00. ,00 ,6/t , 84 2'77 ,586
.990 ' 2 2.77.. '00 010 ' 94 3' 22 .663
.1' 290 , 2 3'22. ' 00 ,49 1.43 4, 09 ,985
1.770 , 2 4'09+ , 00 ,97 2'1+0 5, 30 1,/t 7,+ 1
25 A2 67 -38, '+42 +021,725 190 6,799 , C 1'50 ' 00 5011 5'U
6, 9/t8
, 0 2' 39 , 29 018 5'29 0; '42 7,8457, 390
, 0 5' 42+ ' 00 1.20 6' 49 (,./t 1 6,965 1
26 A2 67 -35.970 +020.167 230 6, 8'17
· C 1,51 ,01 5.15 5.157'156
, 0 l' 8,+ ,28 ,28 5' 44 4. 05 6.7117.240
, a .. 'os.. .00 ,20 S' 64 5' 31 7. 005 1
27 A2 67 -39'007 +020.873 273 6, 655
, Q 1.50. - · 00 ...98 4.9'"6, 800
' C :;00. .00 ,15 5 '13 4 '98 6.563
28 A2 E: -38.'167 +018. 243 0'+5 6. 331 ' 0 1,50 ' 01 4.75 4.1i:7, 339
, C p73 .82 ,88 5- 63 2' 39 5. 30'1
7. J,40 . ''. 2,39+ · 00 , 48 6-11 3' 00 6.248\.8.500 2' 5 3' 00+ ' 00 1,50 7, 6 t 5'50 8'064 1
29 A2 67 -36'193 +020'297 C'IS · 220 ' 0 1'51 ' 00 017 '1'
, 500 · C 1 - 80. .00 ,26 , 4? " '28 . 378
,860 , 0 2 ' 28. ,00 ,36 .1P. 5' 60 .787 1
30 A2 67 "3/t.982 +021'142 348 '100 · 0 1.51 ' 00 , 08 . Oll
, 220
· C 1 ,80. , 00 010 '1Sl " '09 '148
, 780 ' " 2 - 09.. ' 00 ,58 , 75 3'19 ' 677'"
l' C40
· 0 3'19+ ' 00 , '+2 1'17 3' 80 ,951
l' 220 . C 3,80+ , 00 .3/t l' 5? 4 '03 1. 126
1.320 , 0 'I' 03+ .00 019 l' 6 t 4, 47 10234
1,760 , 0 4' '17 + , 00 1.00 2' 6 t (,. 43 1,720 1
31 A2 67 "35. 288 +019. 220 250 , 242 -, 1 l' 50 ,00 '20 . ~O
, 590
-, 1 l' 80. ,00 .29 , 49 " '13 . '+22
,730
-2' '+ 2'13+ ' 00 ,il , 6? 5' 33 .697
2, CI0 "2' 't 5.33. .00 3./tO 4, 03 6, 33 1.968
32 A2 67 -35.567 +018,982 242 '1'1'13 10' 5 1,/t9 , 00 3,08 3. OS
/t, 598
-. 5 1'79 ,07 ,41 3' 49
5, 002
.., 5 1'90 .11 .38 3' 8ll5'615
.., 5 1'99 ,27 ,61 4' 4" 3./t5 4.5736.210
.. 5 3. '11 + ,00 1.00 5' 4"- 4 '39 5,330
33 A2 67 -34,817 +016'183 e60 5.577 , b 1.50 .01 /t018 4 '186'138 , 6 1,93 012 .5,+ 4.727,-;57 , ? 2' 69 ,20 1,24 5, c¡s " '97 7. 406 1
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S8 S¡' I P 5 L.ATITUDE LBNG¡ UDE cel,RSE TRA VEi. LAYER LAYER STD DEV L.A,YER TeTAL REFRAC REFRA,e BASE
ft eRI,';Sf: PE:C ¡MAL DE(iR ES It\ T ¡ME DIp VEL.ee vELee TH I eK TI- IeK VEL.ee INTERe MENT
(-) ..SeUT~ (-) .. EST DEG SEeS DEG KM/SEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEe SEe
5'/l02 , 2 1,77 ,15 ,69 1t'14 ? '64 1+' 485
6'310
· 2 :3 '08 .16 l'ltO 5.S:; 5' 02 6'065
35 A2 67 -3/l,2/lO +017'023 077 3,906 · 0 1"49 · 01 2,91 2' 91
4'374 , 0 1.88 .22 .41t 3 '355'110
· 0 2 '15 .17 .79 1t'14 3 '12 It. 290
5, 560 ' a 3 '12+ .00 ,70 /+' 84 3' 81 /+,916
7.600 ' 0 3.81+ .00 4,00 ii, ~4 7 '16 7'276 1
36 A~ 67 -32'163 +017'162 020 · 305 , 1 l' 50 · 00 .23 '23. i:
,610
' l 2' 00* .00 ,31 .54 3'00 .562
, 920 ' 1 :3' 00+ ' 00 ,47 1'01 4. 27 .902
1'160 . 1 4'27+ '00 , Sl 1 · '52 (,. 50 l' 165
37 A2 67 -31*257 +012,133 e71 5. 358 , 2 l' 50 ,00 4,01 4'1)16, 922
· 2 2'08 '07 1,62 '5 '64 3 '52 6, 159
7, 360 ' 2 3.52+ ' 00 ,77 (, '/+ 1 5' 150 6.97/+ 1
38 A2 67 -30.737 +013,917 e78 3, 839 , 4 1,1+9 , 01 2,86 2'86
1+.370
.1+ 2'27 010 ,60 3./+6
5,511+ , ;¡ 2,97 .26 1.70 5 '16 3 '32 1+,6456,970 ' 4 3,36 .91 2,1+5 7.61 (, '00 6,412 1
39 A2 67 -30.130 +015,873 c80 ' 265 , 0 1"51 ' 00 ,20 ' 20
.280 · 0 1,70* ,00 ,02 ..22 1'95 .853
l' 290 ' 0 1.95 + ' 00 .96 1'18 3 '1+0 1'170
1.1+50 ' 0 3'1+0+ ' 00 ,28 t ,/+6 3' 80 1, 350
1,770 · C 3,80+ '00 ,60 2'06 4"36 1'676
2 , 910 '0 1t.36+ ,00 ,25 2' 31 5. go 2.841 1
'+0 A2 67 -29,71+2 +016,865 :'28 '167 , 0 1,50 ' 00 013 '13
, 220 · Cl 1.80* ' 00 ,os '18 2' 21 '168
l' '380 .1'\ 2,21+ ' 00 1,94 2'12 4'00 1,6,+6.."
41 A2 67
-0'8.865 +011+,512 251+ . 295 _. 1 1'/+9 '00 ,22 ' 22
.580
-. 1 1,80* , 00 ,25 .1+6 2' 32 ,1+38
,900
" '1 2.32+ ,00 ,37 , 83 2'58 ,737
1,900 -, 1 2,58+ ' 00 1,26 2'09 3 '30 1-688
'12 A2 67 "29,832 +011'182 248 5,5/+0 -, 1 1"50 · 01 '+,15 /+' 1 i:
6, 129
-, 6 1" 9/+ .38 ,57 /+.72
6' 520 .. B 2' 08 '/+3 ,/+ 1 5 '1 ~ 3 '/+1+ 5,794
7, 2/lO .., 8 3,4/++ '00 1,30 6,1+:: 6' 00 6,888 1
1+3 Ai: 67
.27'1+03 +012,428 c70 5, 21+ 1 · 5 1,50 ' 01 3,92 3'925, 505 · 5 1.68 .31 ,22 4 '145,772 l' 8 2' 01 ' 07 ,27 /+"3
6, 340 l' 8 2 '22 ' 27 ,63 5'04 3' 32 5,5757, 040 l' 8 3,32+ ' 00 1,20 ", 24 5, 3/+ 6,606
7, 680 l' 8 5' 3/++ , 00 1,70 7'94 7, 30 7'388 1
4/+ A2 67
-26,938 +013,567 C83 1,71+ 1 l' 3 1,49 , 01 1,30 l' 3"
20955 1 '3 2' 22 , 18 1.35 2,64 3 '02 2,3794'160 1"3 3'02+ ' 00 1,80 /+, 44 3' 75 3,620
1+, 380 l' 3 1,75+ ,00 ,/to /+.81+ 4 '77 3.971+
45 A2 67
-26,772 +011+'143 c82 ,540 · 1 1''+9 · 01 ,lto '/+ ("
, .ll.48
, 1 l' 69 ,83 ,26 '66 2 '/+1 .722
l' c30 ' Q 2 ,It 1+ ' 00 .21 ' 87 2 '63 ,900
l' 77 a ' C 2,63+ ,00 ,96 l' 83 . 3'23 1,6/+3
2, ,+60 ' 0 3,23+ ' 00'" 1010 2.93 4 '22 2.392
1+6 A2 67
-22- 388 +013,305 ceo . 305 , 0 1'1+9 , 03 ,22 , 22
,998
· 0 1'57 ,85 ,54 · 76 2 '3/+ ' 588
PAGE 3 EASTERN ATI'ANTIe e6NTlt\ENTAL MARG IN pRf,GRA~ R/v ATLANTIS II 67 AND 75
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S8 Sf. IP Ii L.ATITUDE L8NG I TUDE eBURSE TRAVEL. L.A YER I"AYER STD DEV i. A YER TeTAL. REF'RAe REF RAe BASE
;; CRUISE DECI MAL. DEGREES IN TIME DIp VEL.ee VEl.eC THiCK TH I CI( VEl"eC INTERe MENT(,,) -seUTh ("i -viEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEe KM/SEe KM 1('1 KM/SEC SEC
1, 971 , 0 2 · 551.. .00 1,00 2'00 3'65 1,~61
Z' s77 , 0 3,65.. '00 1010 3 '1 0 5'21 2 "1 063'071 ' 0 5'21.. '00 1,30 ~'~Q 6'20 21623 1
~1 A2 67 "21,822 ..013'283 000 ' 225 , 1 1,51 '00 016 "16
, 280 ' 1 1,80* .00 ,os , 21 2'03 .175
,goo '1 2' 03+ '00 ,32 '53 2'158 i ~ 70
l' 220 ' 1 2,58.. '00 ,80 1'33 3' 81 1" 100
-1' 460 ' 1 ..3.81. 100 ,44 1'77 4 '6~ l' 350
2' 420 ' 1 4'64'" _ , 00 2,20 3' 97 _7' 08 2.350 1
48 A2 67 ".,1,622 .Oil,072 245 ~, 083 '" 5 1 1451 ,00 3,05 3'05
4, 522 '" 5 1'86 '16 , 41 3' ~54,723
'" 5 2'015 '08 , 21 3166
5, 553 '" 5 2' 71 016 1.12 4'78 2 '84 4,654
49 A2 67 "22,322 +009'087 131 5,820 ' 0 1"50 ' 00 4,36 4'366'113 , 0 2 '11 '12 .31 4 '67
60339 , 0 '2' .19 ,65 ,25 4.996,651
· 8 2'37 ,20 ,37 5'29 2 'so 5'2151
7 '1+00 , 3 2,51+ '00 1,00 6'29 4 '47 6,971 1
50 A2 67 "22,8S8 +010,307 090 5'357 , 0 1.50 ,00 ~, 01 4' 01
5'670 , 0 2' t4 ,27 ,33 4'35
51, 1510
' 0 2,22 1,10 1,39 5,74
51 A2 67 "22,818 +011,883 087 3,S52 , 5 l' 49 , 01 2,87 2' 87
41831 ' 5 2'05 , 05 1,00 3-04 2'515 3,501
5, 485 , 5 2,56 ,so ,84 4' 71 2' 83 4' 057
6, 185 , 5 3-50 ,51 1,23 5,Cl4 5 '18 15.682
52 A2 67 "22.762 +013'058 ç86 , 391 '0 1'49 '02 ,29 '29
,885
, Q 1'62 ,69 ,40 '69 l' 87 , 391
1 '124 , 0 z.09 1,66 ,25 '9~ 2'68 ,954
1,979 · 0 2.68.. ' 00 2,00 2,94 :;, 30 2-578
53 A2 67 "23,943 +012,608 2~8 2' 667 ,,' 9 l' ~9 , 00 1,518 l'''S
3'715 '" 9 1'94 , 06 l' 02 3 '00 2 '86 3, 340
5, 286 '" 9 2.72 1,60 201~ 5'1/l 3'04 3,7114'200 ". 9 3' 04.. ' 00 ,27 !'. 41 3 '58 4'014
5, 900 '" 9 3,58 + , 00 3.00 B' 41 4060 4.400 1
54 A2 67 "2~,310 +011'160 250 5, 092 -1' 0 1"50 ' 00 3,81 3' 81
5, 58~
"1' 0 1'86 ,26 ,46 ~ '276'086
"1' 0 1,98 , 16 ,57 5' 310 ~ 0 80 6,7646,780 "1' 0 ~,80+ ' 00 ,50 5 '1\4 5 - 82 7, 063 1
55 A2 67 "24,637 +0090898 255 5,832 ' C 1"50 ' 00 4,37 4' 376, 317 ' 0 1'85 .07 ,45 4' 82 2' 27 4.684
7, 3~9
, Q 2.5~ ,38 1,31 6'13 3'57 6'30856 A2 67 "25_032 +008, 208 250 6. 251 '" i 1,50 ' 00 ~, 70 4,107, 075 " 01 2-32 ,30 .96 15, 6~ 5'00 7,432 1
58 A2 67 "25, 272 .007'160 253 1+,1+53
-1' C 1,49 , 00 3,32 3'32
~, 876 "1' 0 1,90 ,32 .40 3' .,~ 2084 4, 1584, 920
"1' C 2,84+ , 00 tis 3-88 4' ~2 4.70lt
59 A2 67 "25,393 +006,518 253 2' 2~0 ' 5 1'49 , 01 1.68 t, 68
2'270
· 5 2'00. 000 ,03 1''' 1 ~'73 1,971
2' 630 3' S 2.70 ' 29 ,55 2' 26 3'56 2.427
60 A2 67 "2~' 698 +005.632 245 2'270 .., 7 1 ,~9 , 00 1.71 1-11
2, 560 ". 7 1,sse .00 .27 l' 98 1'95 1, 706
3, 000 '" 7 1,95+ 000 ,87 2' 85 3'59 3, 306
FAGE 4 EASTERN ATI.At\T ie C8NTINENTAL. MARGIN PR6GRAM R/V ATL.ANTIS II 67 AND 75
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S8 SHIp & LATITUDE L6NGITUDE eBURSE TRA VEL LAYER LAYER STD DEy LAYER TeTAL, Re:FRAe REFRAe BASE
# eRl, r Sf; PEe ¡MAL. DEGREES I r- TiME OIp VEL.Be VEL.Be TH I eK THICK YELee I NTERe MENT
(-) -S6UT¡. (-i-WEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC KM KM KM/sEe SEe
.. '168 -1' i 1.95 .13 ,41 3' 21 4' 48 4'248
4+,800
-1 '1 4,..8.. , 00 1,60 4' 81 5'90 4,910 1
62 A2 67
-26,748 +002.977 251 5, 819 , C 1'00 ' 01 ~,37 4' 376, 202
-, 6 l' 73 ' 26 ,33 4.70 4' 84 6'047
6'54+0 .. 6 4.84.. ' 00 ,83 5'53 6' 00 6.495
63 A2 67
-37,415 -005,762 c70 4,756 -, 6 1'49 , 01 3,55 3.555. 442
., 6 1"79 , 05 ,62 4 '17
5, 624
., 6 2,59 ,19 , 24 4 '40 3' 48 4.850
6. 000 ..~ 3'48+ '00 ,78 5 '19 5' 46 5,601 1
64 A2 67
-35,378 +000.503 Ç6b 6'375 · '1 1.50 ' 01 ..,78 4.78
6, 8..6
., 1 2'05 .14 ,48 5 '27 6' 36 6.822
65 A2 67
-34,745 +002,373 C67 6.:.47 , C 1.50 · 01 4,77 4' 776, 756 , 0 2.75 .78 ,56 5' 33 5' 74 6.782 166 A~ 67
-31.567 +CI1,307 c71 5,717 , 4 1'50 '00 1+,28 1+' ¡:8c 6,H5 '1+ 2' 21 ,55 1012 5' 40 4' 20 6. 030
7, 000 ' If 4' 20+ ' 00 ,65 6 '15 5 '07 6,1+,66 1
67 A2 67
-29.710 +011,677 323 5, 586 . '2 1'50 ' 01 4018 4 '18
6'913
., 4 2 ,19 017 1,45 5 '647'313
., 6 3'08 1014 ,62 6. 23 5'35 6.1+387,7"0
., 6 5' 35+ ' 00 2,30 8 '56 6 '15 7. 371 1
68 A2 67
-27,480 +069,605 32" 6, 533 , ') i ,50 · 01 4,91 4. q 16,836
, 0 1,92 ,29 ,29 ii, 20 ij, 55 6.718
69 A2 67
-21+.898 +013' 738 e71 . .,22 ' 5 1"1+9 , 05 ,31 · '; 1
,732 1'0 1"57 '11 ,24 .i:6 1'98 .3/+6
,920 l' 0 1.98+ '00 019 .15 2' 25 .672
1,200 1. 0 2.25+ .00 ,28 1, 03 2, 96 .923
1,650 l' 0 2.95+ · 00 ,68 1'" 1 6' 31 l' 629
70 A2 67
-21.ll36 +012'133 310 1.736 .. 8 1,/+9 · 00 1,29 l' 29
2'101 ., 8 1.55 .17 ,28 1 · 11'3
3'373 -, 8 2'07 ,64 1,32 2' ~9 3' 63 3. 091
1+, 200 ... 8 3.63+ ' 00 1,50 4, 39 5, 40 ... 103 1
71 A2 67
-19.262 +011'156 223 l' 353 -, 7 1.1+9 , 01 l' 01 1'D1
2' 359 .., 6 1"89 , 22 ,95 l' 9~ ê' 21 1,532
2.991+ .. 6 2'83 ,1+ 1 .90 2' !IS3.528 ., .. 2,93 '28 ,78 3'64 3'29 2' 3..8
3'711 ., 4 3.73 .43 .31+ 3.Q8 1+'90 3, 146
..' 000 .., 4 1+.90+ ' 00 1,42 5 '1+0 5 '69 3,752 1
72 A2 67
-20'167 +0:)8,933 258 3 . ')71 · 0 1"..9 , 01 2,29 2' 293.733 . " 2 '1+1 010 ,79 3'011"
4. 1"2
. Q 2.80* .00 ,56 3.64 ll' 52 3.756 173 A2 67 0120.492 +Ce7. 082 252 5.810 . '1 1'50 ' 02 ll,35 4. 356. 288
.. , 1 1"56 ,86 ,37 1+' 73 4' 84 5.988H A2 67
-180372 +ou6, 001 c87 7'157 · c: 1.51 ' 00 5 '1+1 5.1+ 1
7.94ll
, C 1,95 .05 ,77 6 '178'223 . ."" 1,99 '20 ,28 6' 4c: 5' 81 7,883 1'"75 A- 67
-18.21+8 +006.823 e87 7.1+35 , 1 1,51 ' 01 5,61 i:. 61c 8'176
, ! 1"79 , 06 ,66 6'278, 726
· 1 2 '56 ,95 .70 6.91l (" 04 8'1+25 1
76 A2 67
-15,510 +010'127 290 ..,993 .. 3 1'50 ' 00 3,71+ 3,74.6,::32
... 3 1"61 .17 ,85 4. 0;7 2 '62 1+.9006, 404 ., ~ 2.53 1,32 ,lf7 5 '05-,
7'111 . . ~~ 3 '08 ,56 1.09 (,'1/+ 3 '63 6. 073
FAGE 5 EASTERr- ATL'A"TIC ctJNTI"E'\TAL MARGIN pR8GRAM R iv ArLA"lTIS II 67 AND 75
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56 SHIP Õ. LATITUDe: LtlNG I TUDE ee\.RSe: TRA VEL LAYER LAYER 8rD De:V LA Ye:R T!'TAL REFRAe Re:FRAe BASE
# eRU i sE DEe i MAL DEGREES IN T ¡ME D ¡ P VELeC VELee TH I CK TH I CK VELF)e INTERC MENT
( _).seUTH (.i.wEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEC SEe
61813 "0 1"71t "17 182 5' 23
7 "283
· 0 2,93 120 .69 !:192 3'93 60653
7.81t0 "0 3,93+ · 00 1010 7'0?' 4. 7/+ 7.365 1
78 AZ 67
.1'+'070 +007. 250 004 6 i 694 · 0 1"51 100 5,01t 5104
7. 020
· 0 1"71t .15 128 5. 327.733 00 2036 105 i 81t 6 '16 2'96 6'3798'260
· 0 2' 96+ .00 183 6199 4'50 7.396 1
79 A2 67
-13,862 +007.2'+5 CC5 6,739 · 0 1 · 51 .00 5108 SooP
7 i 628
· a 1"80 .32 180 5.88 6' 27 7.635 1
80 A2 67
-10,357 +013'163 312 'litO . 0 1'51 .00 011 i 11
'230 "0 1" 70. .ÖO .08 1'19 ? '10 .. 152
1500 '0 2,10+ .00 ,28 l' 47 2' 49 ,386
1 · i70 ' 0 2,49+ .00 ,810 2031 3' 33 l' 030
2'100 ' 0 3.33+ .00 1,50 3' 81 5'50 1.972
81 A2 67
-1°,223 +013,008 307 '153 , 0 1"51 ,00 011 '11 1 '75 ' 221
, 460
· 0 l' 75+ ' 00 ,26 . 38 2 '03 0304,
,590
· 0 2"03+ 100 013 , 50 2'16 .It 15
.730 , 0 2'16+ ,00 ,16 066 2. 30 .51t6
l' 090 , ç 2030+ ,00 . It 1 l' 08 2'94 1.090
l' 350 "0 209'++ .00 ,37 l' 410 3 'lf5 10371
82 A2 67 "09.830 +012,812 C23 .671 l's 1'50 . 06 150 '50
1.492 l' 5 2.22 .26 .91 l'lf 1
l' 795 l' 5 2'3lf ,80 .35 1.77 3' 21 1.888
2, ,+30 l' 5 3021+ ,00 1.10 1187 If ,90 2.081t
83 A2 67 "09,678 +012,857 022 ' 220 ' 1 1'51 ' 00 016 '16
.520 ' 1 1,80. , 00 ,21 1104 2' 02 '35O
1,430 o 1 2' 02+ ,00 ,91 l' :;'5 3 '10 l' 251
l' ò20
· 1 3'10+ 000 .60 l' 94 3. 83 10614
1,960
· 1 1083+ · 00 .26 2' 2C' 4 "76 1.851+
84 A2 67
.. 09,527 +012,912 031 · 013 · 2 1.51 · 00 010 'H)0600
· 2. 1.80. .00 .42 .52 2' 15 ,lt23
i. 530 ' 2 2 '15+ ' 00 1.00 1,51, 3. 12 1.336
1,670 · 2 3'12+ 000 ,23 l' 75 4 '57 l' 577
85 A2 67 -08'238 +013' 163 255 . 073 -. 2 l' 49 .00 .05 · or:
1260
.., 2 ioss. ,00 015 · 20 l' 59 ' 081
, 6'+0 ... 2 1.59 + · 00 .30 ' SO l' 8lf 0360
,750
.., 2 1.8lf+ .00 .10 · 60 2'13 ,518
1.420 .., 2 2 '12+ .00 ,70 l' 30 ? '90 1'191t
86 A2 67
-C8.363 +012.635 254 l' 455 - olf l' '+9 , 01 1" 09 l' n9
l' 859 ... 4 1'60 .22 .32 l' If 1 2 '16 1,523
2,430 .. i '+ 2016+ 100 .64 2005 3' 00 2,333
20360 .. i '+ 3' 00+ ,00 1.50 :; 0 51 4 '57 3,506
3' 660 .. . '+ 4'57+ .00 l' 60 5. 11 7 '59 If 0 330
87 A2 67
-08,507 +012'150 254 2'338 . 2 plt9 , 00 1,7lf 1,74
2.680 ' ? 1'53 ,11 , 26 2'003,900 "12' () ?, 00. .00 1.20 3, 20 If , 5lf 3,886
88 A2 67
-09.180 +012'020 171 2.615 , 6 1049 101 1" 95 l' 953'194 , ~ 1,78 ,2O .51 2' 46 3' 60 2'350
89 "2 67
-10.208 +012,227 171 2. 261 · c. 1'1+9 · 01 1,68 1061'
2.732 , Cl 1073 . lit iit 1 " 'oC: 2' 50 2-147
3.292
, C) 2.37 .52 ,66 2,16
4 i 625 o . 2077 ,23 1.8lf 4.60 3' 91 4-148
PAGE 6 EASTERN ATI"A"TIC ceNTir-E~!TAL MARGIN pReGRA'1 R/V ATLANT I S I I 67 AND 75
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S8 SH iP & LATITUDE L,lNG I TUDE C%RSE TRAVEL. LAYER LAYER STD DEV LAYER TflTAL REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRUISE PEC I MAL DEGREES IN TiME Dip VELeC VEL,SC THiCK THrCK VELeC INTERC MENT(,,) .seUTi- (,,) ..-EST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEe KMiSEe KM KM ¡(M/SEC SEe
3, 058 , It 2 '05 ,80 ,53 2 '4? 2' 29 2'249
3, 300 · 4 2'25+ .00 ,29 ê' 71 3, 23 2.890
3,620 , 4 3' 23+ , 00 ,52 3' 23 5, 28 4-719
91 AZ 67 "11,358 +012,428 171 2, 060 · 0 1.49 '00 1,55 l' 55
2, 230 ' 0 1.60. .00 013 1- 67 l' 83 1.256
2, 590 ' 0 1 · 83. 'DO ,29 l' 9h 2 '54 2'029
4. 200
, C 2' 54+ 'DO 2,00 3' 97 5 '70 3.982
92 A2 67 "13,530 +012'027 241 3'583 .., 5 1.49 , 01 2,67 2'67
3,765 .. 5 1"63 .20 ,15 2' 82
4' 396
., 5 l' 78 ,17 ,56 3'38
1+,717 "'. 5 1,86 ,32 ,33 3.71 2' 48 3,6195, 400
.., 5 2' 49+ .00 ,82 4''53 3' 24 4-433
93 A2 67 "'13.812 +0Ï1'467 243 4' 314
.. (2 l' 50 ,01 3'23 3' 234'983
., 2 1,81 '06 ,61 3' 83 2' 45 4'0775,ioó ~ l 2 2,45+ '00 1,40 5'23 3' 46 5 '1685,750
.. 2 3'46+ ' 00 1010 ~, 33 5'35 6.1'2
94 A2 67 "15'192 +008,913 244 5.969 ". 2 1'50 ' 01 't.49 4' 49
6'837
., 2 1,77 ,42 ,77 5, 25
7. 205
., 2 2,55 ,41 ,1+7 5, 72 2' 82 5,918
95 A2 67 "'15-710 +0('.7.791 240 6, 738 .. 2 1"51 ' 00 5' 08 i:. 1)8
7, '383
.. :2 1- 99 .27 ,81+ 5' 92 6'25 7.938 1
96 A2 67 .16-748 +0::5,892 238 7, 158 · G 1"51 ' 00 5,40 5.407,982
, 0 1"51+ ,40 ,63 ¡: 04 6'38 8'116
97 A2 67 "05'072 +002' 021 C67 7, 't98 , " 1,51 ' 00 S' b2 5, 62I.7, 600
' 0 l' 80. ,00 010 5.7" 5'25 7.40298 A2 67 "08,448 +0.:4+,567 ç60 7, 101+ · 1 1.61 ' 00 5,36 =;'36
7 , 367
, 1 1.93 .39 ,25 5'627,798 , 1 2' 08 , 25 ,45 "'06
8, 100 . A 3.00. ' 00 ,50 /;.56 7, 02 8. 062 1u
99 A2 67 "07,815 +0::' 593 060 6'729 , 2 l' 51 · 00 5' 07 5'::7
7, 280 ' 2 1"89 .45 ,52 5'59 2 '13 5, 07480067
· '1 ?'15 '10 ,85 ¡:. 44 6 '15 7,963 1
leC A2 67 "('6.582 +0\.7'088 C64 6'132 . " 1,50 · 00 it,61 4' 61c.
6, 821 ' 2 1'74 012 ,60 5. 21 " '13 4,693
8, 433
· 2 2'17 .82 1,75 6.96 ::' 53 7. 1008,87C
' 2 3,63+ ' 00 ,78 7.74 4' 73 7,848
101 A2 67 "CS,668 +008,987 242 1+' ;;,79 .., 3 1'50 ' 00 3,65 3- 65
5, 591 .., 3 l' 73 'oS ,62 4. 2'6, 405
.. 3 1,72 '19 ,70 4 '9760950
.. 3 2.22 ,21 ,61 5- 7h 3' 51 6'299
9 '146
.. 3 2.50 ,32 2,74 8032 7' 28 9'068
1¡J2 A2 67 "06.260 +0;.8.752 01 5, c88 . (' 1"50 · 00 3,81 3' g 16'310
. 2 l' 92 ' 15 1,17 4, 996.969
· 2 2 '1 5 ,10 .71 5' 69
8, ;:97 , -, 2.83 ' 05 1.88 7.57 1"32 7 - 7924.393 r:105 A2 75 +14.89Q "021,847 115 .. 2 1'50 · 01 3,73 3,73
5'417
.. 2 1,77 .31 ,38 4, 115, 636
.. 2 2.32 ' 23 ,25 4, 366,790 .. ? ;:,96 ,28 1,71 6' 07
106 A2 75 +j 't. 790 "021,683 119 5'517 , r i. 50 ' 01 1+014 4 '14
50935 , ; 1"96 .22 ,41 4. c:i:"
7, (Jo6
. r- 2.25 ,4't 1.26 s- '12 4' 07 6,687 1
FAGE 7 EASTERN ATLM-Tle ceNT I I\E~1T AL MARGIN pRSGRA", R/V ATLANTIS I I 67 AND 75
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S8 SHIP I; LAT ITUOE Li:NG I rUDE CBuRSE TRAVEL LAYER LAYER 8rD DEV LAYER TElT AL REF"RAe REFRAC BASE
# CRVIsE DECIMAL DEGREES I r- T 1ME 01 p VELBe VELaC TH I CK TH Y CK VELee I NTERC MENT
(..) .seVTH (.) .WEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEC SEe
5_1+60 ..5 1"80 .31 - 51 4 -18() - 532
.. 5 2- 30 .18 1- 23 5.42 3 - 58 5.857
7 _ =;64 ... 5 3.51 _28 1- 81 7'22 1
108 A2 75 +12.893 .021'113 256 6 - 352 .. - 1 1- 51 - 00 4.78 4.78
7 - 286
.. - 1 1"72 - 64 - 80 5'5" 3 -65 6-619
8 - 04~ 3 - ~ ,.65+ .00 1- 60 , '1/\ 5 - 30 7.905
109 A2 75 +10- 833 "022-470 180 6_ 87 .. - 1 ì.51 · 01 5019 5'1"1
7. 31+0
.. 1 2.11 013 _ 49 5'687.955 3-6 3.30 .28 1- 02 6' ¡;9 5'76 8'014 1
110 A2 75 +07.190 "020'002 11;6 5 _ 365 - C 1. .49 · 00 4 - 00 I; - 1'06. 365 . ~ 2 .28 _26 1-1J 5 '14u
6.677
· 0 1;.00 2.94 _62 5.766-950
· C ''' 50. - 00 _ 90 6' 66 5-80 6.801; 1
111 A2 75 +CI+.91;0 "019.422 150 6'027 · 0 1'50 .00 4_53 4.53
6 -1;08
· C 1.76 014 _ 31; 4. ~7
6 _ 944 19 2.73 - 22 _ 73 5' 60 5 - 75 6.748 1
112 A2 73 +ü3. 023 "017-820 123 6 _ '589 . 1 1"50 - 00 4 _95 4 -9S
7 _ 227
- 1 ;; .00 .57 .64 5- C:9 5 -1 0 6-950
113 11'2 75 ' .00.933 .001.322 079 6 _ 596 · 0 1'51 - 00 4 _ 97 1;.97
7-413
· C 2-11 -12 _ 86 5. 83 I; - 01 6.761
8 _ 000
- c 4.01+ _ 00 1.30 7.13 6 - 32 7.718
114 A2 75 +00.533 +001-877 057 6 _ 161; - 1 1-50 - 00 4_64 4 _ 64
7 _ 069
- 1 1.95 - 42 .88 5- r.? :; - 29 6.873 1
115 A2 75 +01.210 +001+_480 060 5-212 · 1 1'50 - 01 3 - 91 '3 - 91
5 _ 696
- 1 l' 8~ .17 _ 44 4035
6 _ 468
- 1 2' 07 - 20 _80 5'1'" 5- 60 6 - 051 1
116 A2 75 +c2'143 +066.796 067 4 - 035 - 3 1'49 . 00 3.01 '3' 01
4 _ 555
- 3 1'64 -12 _ 43 3- 41;
6_1i57 - - 2' 39 . 06 1.95 i: - 92 4 -29 6. 265~
117 A.2 75 +02.487 +007.617 ç59 30280 - 1 1.49.. - 00 2 _ 45 2- 45
3- 77ç
- 1 1"45 -11 _ 49 2'94 2 -17 2.843
1+ - 719
. 1 1'95 - 06 095 '3 - RC1 3 - 21 3.9735-540
- 1 3'21+ - 00 _82 5.71 5 - 62 5. 083 1
118 A2 75 +(3.690 +0090175 320 . ')45 · G 1 · 54 - 00 _ 04 - 1)4
- 310
· 0 1.60* - 00 - 21 - 2'5 1 - 81 - 182
- g50
· Ü 1.81 + .00 _ 49 - 71; 2 - 28 .650
1- 100 , C 2'28+ .00 _ 29 l'ri3 2 -65 .919
1- 620 · C 2.65+ - 00 _ 68 1.71 3 - 28 1.41+92-700
. !' 3' 28+ - 00 1- 80 3' '51 5 - 62 2.61;2
119 A2 75 +03.1.;5 +006-830 210 1.788 .. 3 1.1;9 .00 1- 33 1. 33
2'074
· 8 1.51 .23 _22 l' i:c;
2 _ 726
· iJ 2' 09 011 _ 68 2- 23
2.iH6
. C 2.40* - 00 -10 2' 3"' 2' 65 2.564
120 A" 75 +03.238 +005.71+2 337 2 - 636 .7 l' 49 - 00 1096 1- 96
3- 316 · 7 1.45 .10 _1;9 2' 463.847 - 7 ,"19 . 09 _ 58 '3 _04 2 - 68 3'086
4 - 500 - 7 2.68+ - 00 1.00 4'04 3''59 4'057
122 A2 7'- +r)I+,290 +0-.1+- 395 213
- 085 1 · 54 - 00 _07 . 07" .. ::
. '+10 .. . 1 1.70* .00 _28 _ '3c; 1 - 84 _ 264
l' 200 .. - 1 1.84+ - 00 - 70 1- 05 2'16 .877
3 - 000
.. 1 2'16+ .00 2 - 00 3- 05 3. 21 2.713
124 A2 75 +02.552 +002.527 353 5 _ 761 - 1 i-50 .00 4.33 1;. 3':
PAGE 8 EASTERi' ATLANTIC ce~T 1 I\E'JT AI. MARGIN pRfJGRAM R/v ATLANTIS I I 67 AND 75
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SB SHIP & L.A" ¡TUDE L5NG¡TUDE CSuRSE TR A VEL LAVER LA 'iER STD DEV LAVER TeT AL. REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRI" I SE DrCIMAL. DEGREES IN T ¡ME DIP VELBC VEL.BC THiCK THICI( VELec INTERC MENT
(~) IIs6UT¡. (~)lIwEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC KM KM KM/SEC SEC
7'801
., 1 2.99 ,26 1017 6'7'5 6' 07 7'714
125 A2 75 +o~'018 +002,380 353 5, ~o 7 , 1 1.50 ' 01 4.06 4. 06
6, 307
, 1 1"56 .16 ,70 4.76
8, 303
, 1 '2,30 ,33 2,29 7'05
9. 135
'1 3.26 .85 1,35 8, 40126 A2 75 +04. 093 +0'J2.380 353 5'353 · 1 1"50 · 00 ~ '02 4'02
60823
· 1 2'00 '12 1,47 5.48 2 '67 5. 260
7, 398
, 1 2.53 .79 ,73 6' 218, 300
, 1 . 3' 00* .00 1,40 7, 61 3'46 6.9429...00
, '2 3.46+ .00 1,80 9. 41 5'39 8.394
127 A2 75 +05.485 +Oc2.158 355 4,234 · 9 1.50 ,00 3,17 3. 17
5'010 '9 1,64 ,06 ,63 3' ~r
6, 100 , 9 3'07 ,41 1.67 5.47 3' 25 5.5466,900
· 9 3'24+ '00 2.40 7.87 4, 03 6. 163
7, 200
· '3 4'03+ .00 ,60 P,.47 5'65 7.764 1
128 A2 75
.03.633 +000,733 Po 6'019 · 0 l' 50 . 01 4,52 4,S27'167
· 0 2'03 .22 1016 5.(,97.785
. a 2' 3S .72 ,73 (,. 418, 668
· 0 '2.71 ,99 1019 7' 61 1
129 A2 75 ~O3.547 +0:.0,753 109 6,:)63 · 0 1.50 . 01 4,57 4''576, 586
, 0 2' 16 .62 ,54 S'117, 396
, C 2' 45 .91 ,99 (, '118, 204
, (! 2.86 2,57 1,15 7'26 2' 93 6'2428,442
, C 3,67 2011 ,44 7'7('
130 A2 75 .00.242 +006.530 C63 4. 114 , 5 1'49 , 00 3' 07 3'07
4+, 525 , 5 1'67 '14 .34 3' 42
131 A2 75 .C1,ó33 +007,702 175 3,783 ... 9 1'49 · 00 2,82 2' 8l)
4. 288
., 9 1'64 .05 ,42 3 '24
5, 129
.., 9 2'04 , Olf ,86 4' 09 2' 70 4. 0126.;;93
.. 9 2. .80 ' 20 1,35 5'44 4' 05 5. 161ó.900
... 9 4' 05 + ' 00 2,00 7, 44 '5 '93 6. 245 1
1-- A2 75 .c2.957 +0(,9,857 242 . 065 1.52 · 00 .05 , 0".jC . C
, 170 , 0 1 · 80. .00 .10 . 1 i: 2 '57 . 158
, 34+0 · 0 2.57+ .00 ,18 '33 2 '89 ,802
l' 4'+0
· 0 2,89+ · 00 1,66 l' 99 3' 05 l' 285
l' 800 , ~ 3' 05+ .00 ,53 2.132 5 '38 1.751'-
133 A2 75
-C~,303 +007'153 235 50895 .. '+ 1.50 ' 01 '+ ,lf3 ,+. 4:16,?40
~. 4 1'82 .67 ,68 S'11 2'12 4.6337.561 .., '+ 2. '18 018 l' 00 é'118.520
... 4 3 '11 1,74 1.49 7'60 5 '1 0 7.712 1
,134 A2 75 ~c4. 633 +Oc6.5&3 235 6, 157 ... 8 1"50 . 00 ,+.63 4. 63
6. 398
... 8 1'54 .21 019 ,+.ll j6.922
.. 8 2'02 .08 .53 5'34
8. üO 1 .oo 8 2.35 '15 1.27 6' 61 (, '69 8'287 1
135 Ä2. 75 ~O5,4+28 +004'013 268 6. .185 ., - 1 · 51 ' 00 5018 '5 '18c
7. 280 ., " 1,96 ,38 .39 '5.57
7, 537
.. 2 2 '16 , 27 ,28 i:.84
7, èìOO
.., 2 2..30* · 00 ,30 é'14 (,. 07 7.463
136 A2 75 ~()3. 000 .002.017 355 6'607 ... 5 1 · 51 ,00 4,98 4.986,929
.. '5 1'70 ,44 ,27 5. l)c: 4+' 20 6.574 1
137 A2 75 ~cC' 350 "002,413 255 6,751 · 0 1'51 · 00 5,09 S. ;;9
7, 017
, Ci 1.64 .26 .22 !'. 31
PAGE 9 EASTER/\ ATLA\TIC ceNT ¡ I\E',;TAL MARGIN pRBGRAM R/v ATLANTIS I i 67 AND 75
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S8 Sh IP ,~ lATITUDE LôNG ¡ TUDE C(juRSE TR A VEL LAYER LAYER STD DEV LAYER T6TAL RrFRAC REFRAC BASE
tI CRLi 1 SE DECIMAL DEGREES 11\ T ¡ME DI P VEL-ee VEl.ee TH I CK TH t CK VELRe ¡~TERC MENT
(-) =SeUT", (.. ) . wEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEe KMiSEe KM KM KMìsEC SEe
138 A2 75 +ç2'155 "0::2,527 COO 6,758 , 0 1'51 '00 5,09 5'096,990
· c 2 '03 ,18 ,24 5, 33
8, 051
· 0 2 '12 016 1013 £: 46 2' 6f: 6.3928,755
, C 2.59 ,42 ,91 7'37 1
139 A2 75 +03,84e -Ou5,343 183 5, 094 -1' 0 1'50 · 00 3,82 3' 825,784
-1' C 1,71 011 ,59 i.. 41 2' 21 4,6557, 009
-1' 0 2 '05 .05 1,25 5. 66 3 '96 6,567
7, 360
., l' 0 3.96+ .00 ,71 6' 37 4 '22 6,9698, 000 "1' 0 4,22+ ' 00 1,60 7, 97 5' 31 7.911
140 A2 75 +05,617 "010'173 135 , 090 ' 0 1'54 , 00 ,07 , 07
'160 , 0 2' 00* , 00 ,06 '13 3' 49 ' 143
, 660 , 0 3'49+ ,00 ,87 1''J'" 4 '87 1,643
141 A2 75 +06, 230 "010,892 208 . c75 · c 1'54 .00 ,07 '07
'160 ' 0 1,80. , 00 ,07 '14 2 '34 ' 113
, 400 ' 0 ;;.34+ ' 00 ,33 'i; 7 2'79 .359
, 870 ' C 2,79+ '00 ,66 1 ' 1: 3' 51 .816
l' 270 · 0 3,51+ ' 00 ,70 l' 83 4' 27 1,218
142 A2 75 +05'135 "011,375 212 4, 862 .., 5 1,50 '00 3,64 3' 645,713
.., 5 1'64 .09 ,57 4, 21
6, 125 ., 5 2,20 016 .45 4 '66
6,978 , 4 2,75 '17 1017 5. ~4 3' 76 5,894
7, 600
· 4 3,76+ ' 00 3010 6' 94 5'60 7'780
143 A2 75 +0'+ - 833 "011-547 212 5 - i 98 .., 3 1-50 '00 3.90 3'905.745
.., 3 1'52 ' 07 ,42 4' 31
6, 239
.., 3 2'03 · 11 ,50 4 - 81 3' 18 5,5707'130
.. 3 2.72 ,45 1,21 6'0? 4' 02 6,513
7, 240
.., 3 4'02+ ' 00 ,60 6.62 4' 83 6,956
7, 430
., 3 ,+.83+ · 00 l' '+0 8' 02 6'/+7 7,711 1
144 A2 75 +~3.812 "01.2-105 212 5,883 ... 1 1.50 - 00 4,42 4' 426'627
-, 1 1,94 , 21 .72 5'14 2 '93 6, 038
7,973
., 1 3'05 ,32 2' 05 "19 5' 33 7,742
11+5 A2 75 +j2.460 "012,858 210 6, '338 . ,-, 1.51 · 00 4.92 4' 92v
7. :)02 . f", 2'08 , 54 , 48 5, 41"
7, 325
· \:' 2 '11 ' 22 ,34 i: , '7'57,7'4
, 0 2' &7 ,20 ,56 6'318, 205
· 0 3 - 82 1,16 ,88 7'19 1
146 A2 75 +c3.547 7014,488 312 6- 310 . '1 1 - 51 '00 1+,76 4' 76
7, ')20
-. 1 1.60 014 ,56 5, 327, 290
.. . 1 ê" 28 , 16 . 30 i: - 6(' 5'50 7, 100
7, 600
.. , 1 5,50+ ' 00 ,77 6' 39 6' 46 7 - 380 1
11 7 A2 7': +04.363 .015'088 c30 6, 568 . a 1'51 ' 00 4.95 4- 957'345 . .., 2' 31 l' 05 ,90 5, 85;,
7, ,,54 3' 6 2- 68 1,61+ ,41 6'26 5' 23 7, 3527.804 3' 6 5'23+ ' 00 ,43 6' 69 6'29 7.628 1
1,+8 A2 75 +cS,833 "014.237 r;32 6. 270 ' 1 1,51 ' 01 ,+,72 4,7('6,763
- 1 1'70 ,33 ,42 5'14
7 - 406
, 1 2,40 '19 ,77 "', 91
7 0933
· 1 3.06 - 31 . 81 6- 72 5'68 7.766 1
145 A2 75 +('6.840 -013,547 C39 5'260 l' 2 1'50 · 00 3,95 3'95
5'919 l' 2 1- 80 .04 ,59 4'54
6, 248 l' ;; 2' 21 ,66 ,36 4.9')
7, 620 l' 2 3.00* , 00 1,50 6 '1+0 5 '30 7'401
PAGE 1 C FASTERN A TLA~- TI C côNT! NE1\T AL MARGIN pR!9GRA"! R/V ATLA\lT!S ¡ I 67 AND 75
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SB Sri I P I' LATITUDE L6NGITUCE CSURSE. TRAVEL LAYER LAYER STD DEV LAYER TeT Al REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRU I SE DECIMAl. DEGREES IN TIME DI P VELeC VEl.eC TH I CK THICK VELeC I NTERe ME NT 
(.) .S8UTH ('0) ..lEST DEG SEeS DEG- KM/SEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/srC SFe
. 070 · 0 1.80* .00 .01 .1)6 2 '29 '059
'190 · 0 2'29+ .00 011+ · 20 2' 79 ' 170
151 A2 75 +06.962 .011+.107 248 5.526 .. 5 1.50 . 01 1+ .15 4'1 "i
6.1+90 lI' 5 1.76 .11 .85 5'00
7. ')56
.. 5 2'1 '+ .27 .61 5.61,7.810
.. 5 3.50.. .00 1.1+0 7. 0 1 6. 22 7, 677 1
152 A2 73 +06,520 .015'008 2,+9 6, 358
.. 1 1.51 · 00 4.79 1+.796.113
.. 1 1'68 , 04 .32 5 '11
7. 375
. , 1 1.87 .17 .59 5.7e 2' 7'+ 6. 245
8. QOO
.. 1 2.74+ '00 1.95 7. 65 1+ '25 80317153 A2 75 +05.61+7 .Oï6'590 2'15 (;. 598 · c l' 51 .00 1+.97 1..97
7'184 t Cl 1"85 .05 .54 5 '527.818 2 '6 2' 57 .32 .81 6'~3 6. '+'+ 7.853
15'+ A2 75 +0,+.838 .018.300 2'+3 6.618 . ,~ 1.51 '00 4.99 4 '99.~7. 385
· 0 2' 01 .25 .77 5.7/'8'018 . ,. 3.86 1.30 1.22 (, .98 7 '18 8. 072i.
155 A2 75 +0'+. 268 .019.415 243 6. 255 '" l' 9 1"51 · 00 4.71 4.71
€" 668
-3' 2 1'83 .15 . 38 5'097. 223
-6'7 2'05 . 83 . 57 5.65
156 A2 75 +03.903 .019.980 311 6. ,~8 7
· 1 1'50 · 00 4.58 4. i:ii,~6, 453
· 1 1.74 .14 .32 ,+. 906.882
· 1. 2'17 .27 .46 5'367.612
· 1 3 '16 .16 1015 6,S? 4'96 7. 1037.892
, 1 it.96+ · 00 .71 7' 23 7 '25 7,572 1
157 A2 75 +oit.367 .020.577 312 5'1)'+1 1'7 1"50 · 01 3.78 3.7S5.719 l' 7 1"99 '12 .68 4 '1+5 4. 2'+ 5.it356. 229 l' 7 4' 23+ · 00 1.08 ~'S3 5. 50 6, 085 1
158 A2 75 +04,820 .021' 088 ~llt 3.698 , 8 1,49 . 00 2.76 2,7(,
4. 1 '+4 . íl 1"80 · '+ 1 .40 3 '16 2' 25 3, 21+2
4. 'to9 · 8 2,58 .71 .44 3' 61 2'90 3.585 1
155 A2 75 +05.475 "021.778 312 4.638 ., 9 l' 50 · 00 3' '+7 3' 475. 223
.. 9 1,72 do .50 3'9S¡5. 394
.. 9 1"98 · 20 017 4 '15 2' 30 4, 1025 '630
.. 9 2.30+ ' 00 .27 '+'42 4, 10 5, 41'+6'190
.. 9 4 '1 0+ .00 1.20 5.62 5. 70 6'116
160 A2 '7'.. +06,663 .023'170 058 4,81+8 · 0 1'50 ' 00 3.63 3' 63,0 5, 385
· 8 1,71 .36 .46 4. 1'95.750 ' 8 ;:,49 .16 ,45 4 ''555.975 , 8 2,80 .61 .31 4' i\~ 5' 16 6'200 1
161 A2 75 +07.445 "021.928 e68 '+'558
· 0 1"50 · 00 3.41 3 '1+ 15'111
· 0 2'02 .13 .56 3'97 2'96 4,5605'603
. 0 2.96 .17 .73 4' 70 3' 48 4,8805.973
· 0 3'48+ .00 .6it 5' 34- 4. 0 1 5. 3916.773
· C 4'01+ .00 1,60 6.94 5. 94 6.389162 A2 75 +08. 300 .020.247 ::éc 5'678 , 0 1'50 · 01 4.27 4. 275.978
· 0 1"82 012 .27 4'54
6. 201
, 0 2.70 .29 .30 4.l!4 16.980
. Q 3,80.. .00 .41 S' 25 4' 61 6.924 1163 A2 75 +08,585 "019,758 (55 5.l!63 .. 1 l' 50 ' 00 It.41 4' 41
6. 12'+
. · 1 1'67 .11 ,22 4' 63 2 '96 5'522
7. 095
., 1 3 '15 .40 1.53 6ties 1
164 A2 75 +09'133 .018.8/'0 ,.:55 6, 199 , ~ 1'51 ' 00 4,67 4. 67ç;
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S8 si. I P ,", I.ATlriJDE L6Nc; i TUDE eA\,RSE TRAVEL LA 'fER LA 'fER STD DEV LA 'fER TBTAL- REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRU I SE DECIMAL. DEGREES I Ì\ TiME DIP VEL6C VEL-ee TH I eK TH r C I( VELBC INTERe MENT
(.. ) -SflUTI- (").wEST DEG SEeS DEG KM/SEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEC SEe
6,725 , 2 1"77 ,17 015 5'11 2'55 5,6407, 026 , 2 2 ,49 ,27 ,37 i:.4R7,730 , ? 2.60. . 00 .86 ~'34 3' 76 7. 166
8. 780
· 2 3.76+ .00 2.00 8'34 4. 37 8.333
165 A2 75 +09.945 "017.767 CO2 1.633 ... 6 1'50 · 01 1,22 l' 22
2'302 ... 6 1.75 .14 .59 1 · R 1
2.834 ... 6 2.32 '18 ,62 2' 42 3 '80 2.722
3.500
... 6 3.80+ , 00 1,84 4 '26 6' 40 3.727 1
166 AA 75 +10.730 ..017.773 005 3.815 "'2 1.50 _ .00 2,85 2.85c
,+,558
... 2 1"82 .05 .68 3' "53
:5. 279
... 2 1,84 .08 .66 4 '196, 068
"15' 7 3.64 . 20 1.414 i: '63
167 A2 75 +11'163 "018.670 C26 :5.734 , 0 1'50 · 00 4,31 4. 3 t6,496
· 0 1.92 .28 .73 5'04 2 '42 5. 259
7. ,+27
. Q 2.45 .21 1014 6 '187.771
, Q 3.46 ,77 .60 6.78
80300
· J 4' 00. .00 1,00 7.78 6'17 7.920 1
168 A2 75 +12.638 "017.942 G24 3.863 "4' 4 1.50 · 00 2..89 2' 894.487 "4' It 1 · 80 '18 . 56 3' 45 2'30 41.405
5. 106 "4' It 2.31 '18 .72 4 '17 2' 70 4.467
odOO "4' 4 2.70+ · 00 1.20 5. 37 5'30 5.789 1
169 A2 75 +13.208 "017.715 COO l' 768 ~. 9 1.50 · 00 1.32 l' 32
2. c40 ... 9 1" 10* '00 .23 1'55 2' 00 1.579
3. 204
... 6 1'93 . 13 1011 2' 7': 3 '50 3. 0803.800 ... 6 3.50+ .00 .70 3' 43 4 '50 3.421
170 A2 75 +13.728 "017,371 275 · 115 . ~ 1"51 · 00 .09 '1'9 2'15 . 075u
.:60
· 0 2'15+ '00 .21 · 36 2'74 .405
.670
' C 2.74+ · 00 .42 · 711 2' 92 .897
1. :)70 · r' 2' 92+ .00 .56 1. 31¡ 4' 25 1'676
171 A2 7'5 +13.712 "017,968 279 3.578 "1"9 l' 50 · 00 2.68 2' 68
l¡. 513
"1' 9 1.97 .04 ,92 3' 60
6, 133
-1' 9 2.84 .38 2,30 5. '3() 3'60 5'418
172 /12 75 +13.797 "020' 020 274 5.780 .., 2 1.50 · 00 i¡.35 4. 30:
6. '316
... 2 1.95 .12 .72 5. !)I'
6.7138 .. . ? 2'01 . 32 ,27 i:. 34 3' 50 6. 197
7. i.99
... 2 2.95 .50 l' oi: 6"3~ S. 40 7. 260 1
173 A2 7r: +j,3.857 ",022.242 278 5.926 · 0 l' 50 .00 ,+.46 4.46-'
6'334
, !J l' 57 012 .32 4.7R6.695 . " 2 '15 .23 .39 5. 1 f,v7'114 1'4 2 '12 .20 .44 i:.61 5. 82 7'047
174 A2 75 +13,903 "023.843 350 5.828 . .- 1 · 50 · 00 i.,38 4. 38l:.
6. 002 , 2 1.60 · 1 '+ 014 4,'52
6. 318 . ;? 1.72 .21 .27 4.796.631
· 2 2 '14 .28 .34 5 '11¡6.989 2' 2 2.56 l' 01 ,45 5'5') 5' 00 6.591
7. 130 2' 2 s.oo+ · 00 .36 i:. ge: 5. 20 6,839
175 A2 75 +14,660 "024'023 354 5. 109 . 5 l' 50 · 01 3.83 3.8?5'677
· '3 1.80 ' 48 ,51 I¡. 34
6.485
· 9 .. 2' i.8 .23 1.00 !5. 34
8. 547 · 9 4' 34 .83 4.48 9. 82 1
176 /i.2 7- +15.957 "024.367 346 5'189 1'50 · 01 3.90 3.31':: · 15,948
... 3 1.78 _ .16 .68 4. c:¡; 2' 70 4.666
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56 SH IP I: L.ATITUDE i.eNGITUDE Côl,RSE TRAVEL. L.AYER L.A YER STD DEV LAYER TBTAL. REFRAe REFRAC BASE
# CRU I SE DECIMAL. DEGREES IN TIME DIP VEL.ee VEL.eC THiCK TH iei( VELFtC INTERC MENT
( ..) -s8UTH (..) -.-EST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KMìsEC KM KM KMïsEe SEe
70100 "3'2 ~,20* ,00 ,39 6' 01 '+, 90 6.029
177 A2 75 +17.858 .02'1,753 100 '1.908 , 3 i .50 '00 3,69 3'69
5, 6'19 , B 1"'13 ,22 ,53 ,+. 21 3' 30 5,,+665, 800 , 8 3.30+ '00 ,25 4' 46 6' 20 5. '+6'+
178 A2 75 +17,613 "023,782 le4 4,7'8 , l 1"50 ' 01 3,57 3'575, 060 '1 1,59 , 'i ,25 :;, ~15, 607
'1 1'85 .22 ,50 4 '32 4' 31 5'3885, 800
' 1 '+ '31+ '00 ,It 1 4,73 4 '70 5.618
179 A2 75 +16,707 "020,528 105 4,7,+3 '1 1,50 '00 3,56 3' 66
':, ,+31 , 1 ao1lt ,17 ,74 4' 306'219
, 1 2,31 011 .91 5' 21
6, 36'1
'1 2.88 '00 ,21 5'426081'1
..' 1 3' 51 '19 ,79 Ei' 217, 200
., 1 4'20* '00 ,77 6,98 5'64 6.1+93
180 A2 75 +16,327 .019'187 100 '+.622 , '2 1"50 ' 00 3,47 3,475'177 , '2 1'48 ,07 ,It 1 :;. 8"5,7'8
, '2 1'55 ,41 ,44 It'32 2' 41 4'3596, 527
· 2 2'26 '25 ,88 S'?O 3 '14 5'293
7 '168 , 2 3.47 '1'12 1011 6. 31 4 '67 6, 2097, 600
· 2 4,67+ .00 ,99 7'31 6' 09 6.952 1
181 A2 75 +15.897 "Oï7,500 103 3, 278 1'3 1,50 ' 00 2,45 2' 453,675 l' 3 1'78 .09 ,35 2' 814'411 l' 3 2'05 '15 ,75 3.56 '2' 85 3.4424.850 l' :3 ;:,85. ' 00 ,62 4 '18 4'30 1+. 308
182 A2 75 +15.753 "016.987 106 '155 , 2 1'51 ' 00 012 '12
, 260 ' 2 1.80* ' 00 ,09 · 21 l' 97 '168
, 510 ' 2 l' 97. ' 00 ,25 '46 2' 41 ,610
,790
' 2 2.41+ ' 00 ,31+ , 81' 3 '18 .648
t'11+0
' 2 3'18+ ' 00 ,25 l' 0"' '3' 1+ 7 .851
l' 850 ' 2 3'4+7+ ' 00 1.60 2'65 6 t 25 1 · 800 1
183 A2 75 +17'115 "016,643 e45 '135 . !) 1"50 · 00 010 '10
, '+00
· 0 1.80* .00 ,2lt .34 2 '04 , 200
1'210 ' 0 2'04 , 00 ,81 1 '15 2' 84 .875
2'710 ' 0 2,84 .00 2010 3' 25 4. 11 2. 286
18l¡ A2 75 +17.537 "Oi6,525 318 , , 88 .. 3 1.51 ' 00 014 · 14
l' i 80 .. 3 l' 70* .00 ,87 l' 0 1 l' 82 . 075
1.320 .. .3 1,82+ '00 013 1 ' 11+ 2' 01 '180
1,750 ., :3 2'01+ .00 ,l¡3 l' 57 2' 48 ,559
2' 290 .. 3 2,l¡8+ .00 ,68 2.::5 2tCJ8 1. 082
185 A2 75 +17.932 "016,990 281 2'285 "1' 3 1"50 · 00 l' 71 l' 7 t
2, 687 "1' .3 1'46 .06 ,29 2'01:3,792
"1' .3 1,68 t 11 ,93 2' 93 2' 30 2.1+76
186 A2 75 +18.108 .018,170 288 3.358 . ('. 1'50 · 00 2.89 2' ~9c'4'617 ,A 1'89 , 08 ,72 .3. 61 2 '17 3.263..;
'+,9l¡O . ' 2'06 ,39 ,33 3' 94u
5'~330
' 0 2' 21 ,50 ,43 4, 37 2' 89 It.6055,750
· 0 2.89+ ' 00 ,61 4.91; 3 '99 5'417
187 A2 75 +19.430 "023,992 275 5. ';35 . 1 1'51 ' 00 4017 4'175, 845
, 1 1'63 '18 ,25 'I, 42.6, 326
, 1 1"92 '10 ,lt6 4 '486, 790
' 1 2' 61 '13 ,60 5' 49 5' 51 6.857 1
188 A2 75 +21'105 "OZl¡'442 l1e 6,1.73 · 1 1"51 ' 01 1+,90 4'9"
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S8 SHI P .:\ L.A T I TUDE LeNG I TUDE efll,RSE TRAVEL LAYER i. A YER STD DEV i. A yER TlfI A L REFRAC REF RAe BASE
# CRU! St DEe i MAl. DEGREES IN TiME DIP VEl.ec VE~ec TH I CK 'lI-ICK VELec INTERe MENT(..) -seUTH (..¡-WEST DEG SF-es DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC KM KM KM/SEC SEe
7'040 , 1 3.20- 100 2,80 8'30 3 '65 6.273
189 A2 75 +20- 433 "021"7l5 108 5, '+28 · 2 1.51 ' 00 ",,09 4' 095,771 , 2 1"53 113 ,26 4'356, 020
· 2 2 '18 ,54 .27 4'62
6, 595 , 2 2' 34 '16 ,67 5' 29 2'80 5, 365
6 1869 , 2 2.82 1,79 ,39 ii i 6R 3' 44 6'0267, 265
· 2 3.55 2,51 170 é, 3!ì7, 700 , 2 ",.00- ,00 ,86 7, 24 6 i 34 7,279 1
190 A2 75 +20 '153 "020,910 105 5. 080 · 3 1,60 '00 3,82 3'8?
5, ",78 , 3 1.55 ,31 ,31 4 '1 ~6'037
, :3 2 '10 ' 21 ,59 4. 71 2' 99 5,5276'300
, :3 3'04 019 ,40 5'11
6'880 · 3 4"00* , 00 ,1+2 5'53 4 '11 6'278
191 A2 75 +20" 873 "019,813 c97 1+, 533 , 1 1.50 '00 3,40 3'40
1+, ~I+O "1 1" 73 107 ,27 3, 67
6, 059
, 1 2 '13 , 07 1,30 4, 976,851
· 1 3'09 ,29 1,22 6 '19 4' 52 6'232
7 i 269
, 1 1+'28 4 '16 .89 7 "09
192 A2 75 + 19 , 8 1 2 "0191170 082 4 i (;96 "1+ 1,50 '00 3,07 3.('7
4 i 434
, l+ 1,82 , 09 ,31 3"3R
5, 38l+
· 4 1.95 "10 193 4' 31 3'10 4.6245, 805 , 4 3.32 ,82 ,70 '5 i 01
193 A2 75 +19,818 "018,315 082 3, 288 , 8 1.50 · 00 2,46 2' 46
3, 839 . 8 1"84 '13 ,51 2.97
l+'272 , 8 2'07 , 09 ,45 3' 41 2' 23 2,964
5 "036 , 8 2.47 , 43 .95 4' 36 2 '93 3,912
5, 435 , 8 3' 01 ,74 ,60 4'96
194 A2 75 +19.835 "oi7,790 C88 2'171 "9 1 · 50 · 01 1,62 l' 62
2, 448 , 9 l' 63 · 35 ,22 l'IlS
2,762 , 9 1"89 .25 ,30 2 "1 5
3, 455 l+' 4 2.30 ,38 ,80 2'94
4 i 6~0 4 i 4 3"70_ · 00 2,11 5, 05 5. 00 4. 057
195 A2 75 +19.843 "oi7, 220 297 · C 5 "1' 3 l' 51 "00 , 06 , 06
, 290
.1' 3 1,80* .00 ,20 . 26 2' 10 ' 241
l' 021 .1' 3 2'10+ , 00 ,77 l' 03 2 '94 .925
196 A2 75 +20'187 "0171598 358 , 133 , 0 1"51 · 00 010 "10 1 · 93 ' 076
0320
· 0 1.93+ '00 .19 '29 2' 36 , 248
, 580 · 0 2' 36+ .00 ,31 , 60 2' 80 . 496
,790
· c 2.80.. ' 00 ,30 '90 3, 21 .709
2, 100
· C' ::l' 20+ ' 00 2010 3'00 4'46 1,965
197 A2 75 +20' 345 "017.615 351: '105 · a 1.51 ' 00 , 08 , 08
, 4l+0 , 0 2.00* ' 00 134 · 42 2' 67 .373
,950 , 0 2.66.. ,00 ,69 1'11 3'14 .81+9
1" 960 · 0 3'14+ ' 00 1,56 2' 67 4 '15 1.829 1
198 A2 75 +20.622 "017.527 C28 , 090 . ~ 1'51 ' 00 .07 '0'
'170 , 4 2,00* .00 .08 , 1 r: 2' 51 ' 163
1.210 . ¡¡ 2.51+ 100 1,30 1,45 3167 1.159
199 A2 75 +20.735 "017.442 Ç28 , :)85 . 0 l' 51 ' 00 ,06 · of,
0100 . ~ 2.00* .00 ,02 , f),I 2 i 74 . ' 096
,660
,.¡ ",74+ , 00 .76 . 114 3' 05 .585200 A2 75 +20,958 "oi7.4('2 358 ..~95 .. , 1 1,51 ' 00 ,07 ii) 7
, po
.. · 1 2'00* , 00 ,04 · 1 t 2' 41 .115
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SB S ¡. P & L.AT I TUDE L8NG I TUDE CfJURSe: TRAVEL. LAYER L.AYER STD DEV LAYER T~TAL REFRAC REFRAe BASE
# CRU I sE pEe I MAL DEGREES I l\ TIME DI P VELeC VE\eC THICK THICK VELee INTERC MENT
(-, 'S8UTH (-,.wEST DEG SEes PEG KMisEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEe SEe
201 A2 75 +20.3113 .017,1+57 280 '11+0 "1' 5 1"51 · 00 '11 "ll
"310
-1' 5 1"S0l 100 ol6 '27 2 "12 1200
, 630 ".1' 5 2'12+ 100 131+ , 61 ? '1,5 . 486
l' 560 -1'5 2,1+5+ 100 1,12 1"73 3'70 1'1+01
202 A2 75 +2111+85 -019'103 286 1+ ,1+1+8 . '1+ 1.50 ' 00 3131+ 3134
1+ '935
.. '1+ 2.00 '15 .1+9 3'825,828 .. I ;; 2.32 106 l' 03 1+1866,575 .. I 1+ ;:,93 1.29 lol0 5.95 4.17 6 _ 037
6 1700
.. 4- 4,17+ ,00 .25 6'20 4. 74 6.249
203 A2 '5 +21- 616 -020.703 280 5.585 ... 2 1"51 · 00 1t,21 1+. 21
6 I 000 .. I 2 1.95 ,66 '1+0 1+' 626.5;;8
.. 2 2 '16 .66 ,59 5'2171199
... 2 2. 61 .49 ,85 (,. 067'513
.. 2 3.50 3,55 .55 6. 61 4 I 30 7. 2288.1ltO . I 2 l¡130+ 100 1.81+ 81l¡5 '5 '30 7 I 733
20l¡ A2 75 +21-760 -021"815 300 5.986 .. 2 1"51 · 00 l¡ .52 1+.526.547
.. 2 1"98 .18 156 5.077'110 . I 2 2.27 1.23 .61+ 51'1 3.11 6-209
7 I 669
· 1 2.68 ,71+ 175 (, I 1+6 1205 A2 75 +28'015 .0221533 113 6.5;;8 . '+ 1,51 '00 1+ 195 41956.957
· 4 1,81t 105 ,38 5'337.755
· 1+ ;:.67 .51+ 1.06 6.39 l¡ '08 6.991
7, 900 , 6 4' 08+ '00 ,30 6'99 1+ '78 7 I 2958, 900
· 6 l¡,78+ 100 2 '1+0 g'3Q 6 I 51 811+77 1
206 A2 75 +26'157 .. 0 17 I 81+0 116 l¡ I 720 ie 1.51 ' 00 3155 3'555'115 "0 1"86 ,27 .37 3192
5. 2;;4
.. 7 2'01 .1' ol3 1+ '/j'56'13;; · I '7 2"1+3 157 1,08 5'13 :3 "1+6 5. 3866.713 . I 7 3.52 l' oA+ l' 02 6 "1 ~ A+. 32 6'107 1
207 A2 75 +25.958 -017.1+05 101 1+. ó57 "0 1.51 · 00 3 I 51 3' 51
5 I 528 , 0 1"90 ,61 ,83 A+ '336, 549
· 0 2.91 · 31 1'52 51g5 3 I 48 5'3777. 000 "0 3.l¡8+ ' 00 ,76 IS. 61 4 I 59 6. 197
208 A2 75 +21+' 023 "01611'58 29;; · 058 · a i' 51 "00 103 "03
011+0 , 0 1,80* 100 ,06 '09 (' .30 '098iltOl
· 0 2.30+ · 00 131 '1+0 í" 81 . 337
1 0300 , C 2.81+ 100 1,24 l' 64 4 "39 11202
11950
· 0 ;;' 39+ 100 1,43 3'07 5 "18 1,81+6 1
209 A2 75 +241398 "01711+20 29;; 3 I 103 . I 5 1"50 "00 2.33 2" 33
3.99A+ .. I 5 1'9;; , 05 186 3. 2040903
... 5 2.l¡2 .2l¡ 1110 4. 29516;;5
-1" 7 2.91 .78 1,08 5'3' 3150 1+1524
5 1900
"1' 7 3.50+ 100 138 5. 7~ 3 I 80 4 I 811+
210 A2 75 +23.762 "017.643 138 5, 486 l' 0 1'50 "01 1+011 1+. 1171010 l' 0 2.40 .10 1.83 5' 95 2'80 3-2188, 019 l' C Z.87 124 iiltS ,. 3~ 5 I 70 5.380 1
211 A2 75 +23.347 "0171297 137 l' "00 . 6 1"51 101 1" 06 1.1)6
2 I 091+ "6 1"81 105 163 l' 68 1" 93 1- 030
21512 · 6 1.93 109 ,40 2'01'
3 I 400 ,i (, 2"80* 100 1.25 3133 5 "10 31291 1
212 A2 75 +22.983 -017'113 138 '102 · Co 1.51 100 ,08 , 01'
, 270 "0 1.80* .00 ,15 "23 2.44 .201
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5B Sf- I P Ii LATITUDE LSNG I TUDE CeURSe- TRAVEL LAYER LAYER STD DEV LA YER TI'TAL REFRAC REFRAC BASE
11 CRUISE._ DECIMAL DEGREES IN T ¡ME DIP vELeC VE1,6C TI- I CK TI-ICK VELec INTERC MENT
(..) "SeUTH (,,) "WEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC KM KM KIV/SEC SEe
1.390
· Ù 3' 04+ .00 1.04 l' 79 4. 60 1.304
1.860 · 0 4.60+ · 00 1.07 :2' ii6 5. 27 l' 363 1
213 A:2 75 +22.917 "017'093 293 '138 · 0 1'51 · 00 dO '1 "
'210 · C 1.80* .00 ,06 '16 :2' 88 '167
.900
· C 2.88+ .00 1.01 1'17 3. 30 .801
1.61+0
· 0 3' 30+ · 00 1,22 l' 39 4'10 1.515
211+ A2 75 +23'017 "017.877 298 .3. 118 ... .. 1 · 50 ' 00 2,34 2' 34 l' 93 2-277
3.897
.., 7 1- 92 .07 ,75 3' 094.786
.. 7 2' 32 .15 1,03 4 '1? 3 '10 4'020
5. 026
., 7 3.33 ,49 . '+0 4.525.900
.. 7 3.60* '00 1,57 6. 09 4' 30 5.5596. 200
.., 7 4.30+ .00 ,65 6.7/¡ 4' 80 5.657
215 A2 75 +23 .1+20 .oi8.460 297 3.899 ... 4 1"50 ' 00 2,93 2'934.304
.., 4 1,72 .19 ,35 3. 28 1 · 90 2.567
11.540
.. . II 1"96 010 ,23 :3.515. 148
.. . II 2.50 .22 .76 4. 27 '2' 60 3.929
6. 11+8
... 4 2.86 .51 1,43 5.70 3'50 5.518
216 A2 75 +23-667 "019'195 295 4. 508 ". 6 1"51 · 00 3.39 3039
1+' 952 ". 6 1'73 , 16 .38 3.7R l' 91 3'01+5.456 ". 6 2' 02 - 61 . 51 1+. 2s: 2' 40 II. 3576. c80
.., 6: :2 '12 .15 .66 II' 9"; 3 '80 5.961
6'710 '" 6 3.77 1.31 1019 6 '14 4 '1+0 6'191
217 A2 75 +23.948 "oi9.930 291+ 1+,983 ... 2 1'51 . 00 3,76 3' 765.809
... 2 1"67 .16 .69 4. ~~6.539
... '2 2 '17 .30 .79 5'24 3 '19 5.912
6. ;363
... 2 3'39 1.93 ,72 5, 96 ~ '50 6 - 2997.300
... 2 1+ .50+ .00 .76 6.72 6. 20 7. 107
218 A2 75 +24.528 "021,632 292 Q . 083 ... 2 1.51 · 01 4.60 4.60
6, 419 " · ¡: 1"68 .13 ,28 4.88
b. ó711
... 2 1"63 .23 .21 5. 097. 226
"1' 8 2.113 .28 .55 5.6/¡ 4. 20 6.8387.620
"1' F; 4' 20+ · 00 .83 6' 61 '5 '10 7.333
219 A2 75 +21+.863 "022.587 293 6. ,+33
.. 1 l' 51 · 00 1I.86 4.86
7. Q'+2
... 1 1'79 .07 .54 5.407, 409
" . 1 2 '18 .16 .40 '5.8n 2'86 6.355
8. 139 ,,9, 6 3' 60 .87 1.31 , '12 5' 00 7.836 1
220 A2 75 +2S'0i;7 ~023'128 292 6.635 · 0 1.51 · 00 5,02 5'02
7 '173
. () 1'83 .08 , ~9 '5.517.487
· C 1'95 .52 ,31 i:, 82
7. 911 1 l' 6 2.69 .59 ,61 6. 43 5'10 7'1107 1
221 A~ 75 +25.707 "025, 037 296 6.855 . " 1.51 · 00 5019 5. 19. c v
7. :)80 2' 5 1.80. .00 .20 50;0 5. ~o 6.795 1
223 A2 75 +28. 01+8 "029.558 029 6.533 " 1 · 1+ 1.51 · 01 1+.911 4.946.738
"1' 4 1.81+ l' 28 019 5.1" 3' 00 6. 106ód70
"1' '+ 3' 00+ .00 .22 5. 35 4 '20 6.724
224 A2 7:i +28.602 "029.225 (31 6.373 . " 1 · 51 · 01 1+.82 4. 82.;ó.842
· c 1'97 .26 .1+6 5. 28 3' 71 6. 21+ 16.950
. C 3.71+ .00 .21 '5.79 5 '1+4 7. 028
225 A2 75 +300330 "027.220 00 6. 353, . '.-) 1'51 · 00 1I.80 4.1\("ó.570 "11' " 2.60.. .00 ,31 5. 11 3 '10 6 _ 262
226 A2 75 +30.715 "0;05.992 02 7. 271 · 0 1.52 ' 00 5,52 i:, i:?7.601 "4' C 1 · 86 .97 ,31 c: .I\? 2 '50 6.1153
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5B SHIP & LATITUDE LeNGITUDE ceURSE TRAVEL LA 'fER LA 'fER 5TD DEV LA'f R 'TI9TAL REF"RAC REF"RAC BASE
#. CRU I SE DECIMAL. DEGREES IN TIME 01 p VEL.eC VEl.eC THI K TH!CK VEL.AC INTERC MENT
( -).seUT¡.j ( ",.viEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEC K KM KM/SEC SEC
227 A2 75 +31.667 .02~.888 066 7.138 10 1.52 · 00 51~1 5. 417.347
..2. 6 2.78 015 129 ;170 3100 6.4678.010 .2.6 3,00+ · 00 .99 6'69 5.00 7,578 1
228 A2 75 +31.55L .024,040 029 7, 178 .0 1.52 ' 01 5144 5. 44 ?88 6.205
71477_ l' 9 2.36 ,4~ .35 5180 5'50 7.133 1
229 A2 75 +32.617 .023.385 C29 71162 10 1,52 ' 00 5,43 5, 43
7 i ~05
, 0 2 ,14 '2~ 126 5'69 2. 42 51928
71787 10 2.57 1125 .49 6'1" 3188 7 100881100 10
. 3188+ .00 160 6'18 5'20 7.677
8.400 ie 5' 20+ 100 ,78 "'56 6.18 8'181 1
230 A2 75 +33.500 .022.782 C29 7.130 · 0 1'52 .00 5 i 41 5.4t
.704003 ., 7. 1'67 123 123 S' 637.614
"3' 2 1'87 . 45 120 15183 4 .50 7,721 1
231 A2 75 +341675 .021.987 107 61896 , 0 1,52 ' 00 5122 5.22
7.199 , 0 1,86 .19 128 5'51
7. 530 ' 0 2,77 1.23 146 5191 4136 6,8457,918 18 ii 4.31 2.62 184 6'80
232 A2 7S +34'100 "020' 285 lQ9 6 i 854 10 1'52 · 00 5.19 5.19
7 i 225 -712 3'18 4 '10 ,59 15 111' 1
23~ A2 75 +331572 .0181703 113 51818 · 6 1.51 ' 00 4.39 40. 396.103 10 1'65 015 .21t 1t.63
6 i 243 "3'1 2'04 '11 014 4117
6 i 270 "311 2.70* · 00 . 04 4'IH 3.60 6.215
236 A2 75 +33.090 .017.417 les 4.5s3 i-a 1,51 ,01 31lt5 31ltS4.846 111 1'93 149 ,25 31705,509 5'9 2 '12 112 · 70 4'41 7. 20 5.324 1
237 A2 75 +32,505 .015,630 114 5.718 .. 2 1151 ' 00 4132 4132
6, 31+8
.1' 0 2'10 ' 07 ,66 4.98618~3 2"5 2,62 ' 29 ,65 516:;- 5190 6'220 1
238 A2 75 +31,948 .oilf.178 109 51723 13 1'51 · 00 4132 4'326, a65 13 1"50 · 20 126 '1'57
6, ,+57
· 3 2.30 l' 29 .45 5'026.731
· 3 2.48 .00 134 fi, 377'169 13 2099 ,32 165 6102
239 A2 7"- +310850 "013,913 105 5 i 468 110 1,51 '00 4112 4 '12
5 i 704 l' 0 1"69 .15 120 41326.236 l' 0 1"77 .12 147 4. 80 2 i 86 5.2656.586_ 11 C 2,80 .66 ,49 5'29 4 '06 60227
6 i 931 l' 0 4'06+ '00 123 fi'S2 5'00 60507
7 . 3~8 10 i 8 5'00+ '00 ,82 6'34 7'20 6.829 1
240 A2 75 +31.463 "012,540 1 C 7 '+ 13 1 10 1"50 100 3,30 3.30
4.591 10 1.75 ,73 ,18 3' 48
5 1095 10 2' 26 .26 157 4 '05 2' 60 ~. .:i51
5, 421 ie 2,78 1130 145 41506,330 ' 0 2099 '06 1136 5.86 4105 5,545
2~1 A2 75 +31'027 "011'263 116 3'0'+3 i a 1 · 50 · 00 2129 ?';:9
3, 625 , 8 1,88 , 21 ,55 ""83 2.36 2' 723
~1183 18 2,38 l' 27 166 3' i:ri 2199 3, 304
1+.532 18 2.57 183 145 3.95
4 i 920 ' 8 3' 20. , 00 ,63 40i;8 4. 20 4.459
2~3 A2 75 +3001+83 "011,900 276 2.818 16 l' 50 · 01 2012 2' 12
31357 , 6 1,77 .51 ,48 2' 6e 2.57 2,752
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58 SH IP & ~.ATITUDE L.BNG I TUDE eaURSE TRA VEL LAYER LAYER STD. Dn LAYER reTAL REFRAC REFRAe BASE
# CRUISE DECIMAL DEGREES I !\ T ¡ME DIp ve:LeC VELeC T¡.I CK THICK VEL'lC I NTERC MENT
(.) ..SeUTH (.i.wEST DEG SEes DEG Kr1/SEC KM/SEC KM KM I(M/SEC SEC
1+.638 , 6 2,57 ,53 1'13 1+. 22 1+. 20 4, 1454,890
· 6 4' 20+ .00 .52 4' 74 7'20 6, 165
244 A2 75 +29,505 .012,085 139 2. 306 · 5 1'50 .01 1,73 1. 7~
2, 645 , 5 1'91 ,85 ,32 2' 063.012
· '5 2'09 ,38 ,38 :?' 44 2'58 2.3323.411 ' 5 2.33 ,71 .46 2. 913.755
· !5 2.8/+ .85 .49 3'39 3 '30 3 '155
4, 340
· 5 3':30 + ' 00 ,96 4. 311 5. 00 4'171 1
245 A2 75 +28,757 "0i1'46O 138 '100 ' 0 1,51 ' 00 '08 , OR
'150 , a 2'00* '00 ,as '13 2' 56 , 131
. 440
· C 2,56+ '00 ,41 ' 54 3' 57 .405
.s70
· 0 3,57+ .00 ,24 '78 4 '00 .538
,880 , 0 4' 00+ , 00 ,31 l' 09 4. 33 .691
2,16 A2 75 +28,612 "011,650 272 ' 078 , 0 l' 52 ,00 ,07 '07
.320 ' 0 2'00* .00 .24 , 31 3, 06 ,271
.860 , " 3' 06+ .00 ,83 1 '14 4 '64 ,815
2,17 Ai: 75 +28.607 .011,960 280 ' (193 ~ 1,52 · 00 , 07 '07.. · 1
'100 ., 1 2' 00* ' 00 ,01 · oii 2'53 . 088
'180 ., 1 2,53+ ' 00 016 , 24 3 '06 ' 208
. 230
... 1 3'06+ '00 .16 , 41' 3, 27 ,305
,500
., 1 3'27+ ' 00 ,97 1'37 4 '87 ,889
2,+8 A2 75 +28,695 .012,698 285 , 373 ., :, 1.51 ' 00 ,28 , 28 1'77 '185
, 670 ... 5 1,77 + ,00 ,31 '59 2'18 , 510
'910 ., 5 2,18+ .00 ,39 .98 2' 62 ,869
1'160 .. 5 2.62+ .00 ,58 l' 56 3 '11 10314
l' 290 .. 5 3,11+ ' 00 ,41 l' 97 3' 47 1,593
249 A2 75 +28, 215 .013,672 172 1'928 · 3 1"50 · 01 l' "5 l' 4e:
2, 094 · :3 1,89 ,21 016 l' 61
2' 419
. 3 1"97 · 11 ,32 l' 93
2' 765 , 3 1.81 ' 14 031 2' 24 2' 52 2'095
3, 369
.. 2 2.24 , 10 ,68 2092 3' 07 20670
250 A2 75 +27,262 .013,667 31C . ..70 -4' 3 1.51 ' 00 ,37 , 37
, 710 .4' 3 1.60* , 00 .17 , 'i4 l' 70 . 394
l' ¡20 .4' 3 1,70+ · 00 ,43 , 97 l' 90 0859
251 A2 7~ +-:7,575 .01"'160 314 2. 61t 1 ... 4 1,50 ' 01 1,98 l' 91'
2,936 .. 4 1'51 013 .22 2' 21
3'156 .. 4 1 · 95 ,76 ,21 2 'lt2 2' '?7 2,3303,884 .. ~ 2035 ,87 ,86 3' 28 2' 70 3'1644'182
... 4- 2.80 .30 ,42 3'69
4' 560
., 4 3' 20* ,00 ,45 1t'14 3' 80 4.108
252 A2 7'\ +28,358 .015'053 316 It, 220 ., 5 1"50 ' 00 3017 3 '17..
It, '+ 74
., 5 2'20 ,42 .28 5, ..i:4.595
.1' 7 ;:" 33 . 61t 014 ':'59
4, 915 . '+'" 2,58 , 50 , "1 6, 0 1 3' 00 ". ,,61
253 A2 75 +28.665 .015,418 317 ..,806 , C 1"51 ' 00 3,62 3. ~25'243 , 0 2' 04 , 21 ,44 4'0t-6'179
, C ?' 28 017 1,07 S'D6,719
-", 7 4' 40 2.04 1,19 6, 32 1
254 A2 7'" +29'123 .016'047 311t 1t,875 · 0 1.50 ' 00 3,67 3' 67
5, 188 , 0 1"72 016 ,27 3' 94 2' 42 4'1075,720 , c 2 ,27 , 07 .61 4.54 2' 53 4'344
6. 2,,8
· C 2.49 013 ,66 5' 2")
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SB SHIP "" LATITUDE L6NG I TUDE eeLiRSE TRAvEL. LAYER L.AYER STD DEV L.AYER TeT AL R¡:FRAe REF"RAe BASE
# CRUZ SE DEe I MAL DEGREES ¡ N T ¡ME DIp VEl.eC VEl.ee THiCK THiel( VELee i NTERe ME NT 
(~i _seUTH ("i-WEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEe KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEC SEe
255 A2 75 +29,905 "017'023 317 5, 1+03 ., 7 1,51 ' 01 1+.07 4 '075,993 ' 7 1.81 ,08 ,53 4'51
6. 362
"1' 9 2.32 1 'ÖO ,43 4 '93
6'9,+2 "12'5 3,73 1016 1,08 (" 01 4' 10 6.448
256 A2 75 +30.831$ "018, 108 C58 6'111 ' 8 1'51 'DO 4,62 4' 62
6. 831
.., 1 1,73 '14 ,63 !5, 24
7, 537
'"10' 0 3'24 ,33 1014 6'39 4'00 6,7248'072 "10'0 :3'58 1,74 ,96 " 34 6'60 8, 475 1
257 A2 75 ..31,527 "016,883 121+ 5,919 , 0 1.51 ' 01 4,1+7 4. 476.601
, Q 2 '13 ,H ,73 5'20
7, 106
.2' 7 2'28 ,41 ,58 5,77
7 _ 355 "1 '7 3.66 1,53 ,45 6'23 3-73 6,784
259 A2 75 ..30,752 "015,518 124 5 - 223 l' 8 1.51 ' 01 3,94 3.946'135 l' 8 l' 68 ,32 ,76 4, 7(' 2' 30 4'4016, 540 l' 8 2.42 ' 18 ,49 5 '19 3'17 5, 560
7, 084 3' 1 3 '10 1 '62 .84 (, '0'3 5'60 6.636 1
260 A2 75 +30,298 "014,767 122 3'973 l' 8 1 ,50 'DO 2.99 2,99
ii, 271
· 5 Z.07 ,18 .31 3'30
5 _ 346
.11 - 5 2,99 -25 1,61 4' 91 3- 20 1+,7686, 200
"11' 5 3'20+ - 00 1_1+4 6'35 4' 10 5,452
261 A2 75 +29,71+3 .013.587 120 3,635 2'5 1"50 ' 01 2- 73 2,13
3 _ 972 2'5 1.71 ' 12 ,29 3'0? l' 96 2.490
4 "179 2'5 1,96 ,49 ,20 3' .22
4, 525 2' 5 2'15 ,21 ,37 3' 60 2' 70 3,635
5-185 2' 5 2,82 2'43 .93 4'53 1+' 60 4,992
2&2 A2 15 +29 _ 398 .012,827 12ii 2' 2ii7 · 0 1,50 '02 1,69 1"69
2-883 '0 1"~3 , 16 _ 61 2'303-189 , 0 2'14 , 24 .33 2'63 2' 42 2, ii39
3-642 "2'4 2.58 .36 ,58 3' 224'455 "214 3'07 , 08 1,25 4' 46 4, 40 4 '116 1
263 Ä2 75 +28,952 .012' 028 122 ' 172 ' 0 1.51 ' 00 ' 13 . 13 2' 11 ' 146
. 380 , 0 2,11+ ,00 122 · 35 2' 37 . 323
'480
· 0 2.37.. ' bo 012 . ii 7 2' 68 .426
_940 , 0 2.68+ '00 _62 l' 09 3 '85 ,901
1'810 · 0 3.84+ .00 1,66 l' 75 6 '23 1 ,789 1
2ó4 A2 15 +30,527 "012'082 C43 2.551 - 2 l' 50 · 01 1'92 l' 9~
3, -.65 , 6 1'91 .17 . ii9 2' 41
31552 · 9 2,69 .87 ,6S 3'07 3' 50 3 '1 034'312 "ii'l+ 3,50+ · 00 ,22 3'28 4' 00 3.949
2&5 Ai? 75 +30.275 .011,732 ló2 3. 033 , 0 1"50 ' 01 2,28 i= 211
3'563 · C) 2,02 ,os ,54 2.82 2'60 2,977
4, c.!6 7
· 0 2.32 ,15 ,59 3.4('
4' 496
· ~J 3.33 , 2lf _ 72 4"12 3' 69 3,862
266 A2 75 +31,857 "010'068 067 , 1ó 1 · C 1,51 ' 00 .13 "13 2' 25 ' 155
,1+00 , 0 2'25+ ,00 ,26 '39 2'58 ,360
1'020 ' 0 2.58.. .00 ,80 l'lCl 3' 43 ' ~52
l' 680 ' 0 3' ii3.. ' 00 1t13 2'32 5' 51 l' 64~ 1
267 A2 75 +31,888 "010' 022 302 '180 · 0 1"51 ' 00 011+ '14 2' 1+2 '168
1'310 . ,", 2 '1+2+ , 00 1,36 l' 50 . 3 '22 1'181v
2-150 , 0 3'22+ .00 1.3ii 2'84 4, 41 2,037 1
268 A2 75 +32' 428 "011'232 306 4'628 · 0 1,51 ' 01 3' ii8 3' ii85.;82 , 0 1"78 ,28 , iiO 3.89
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SB SH IP Ii LATITUDE L6NGI TUDE CBURSE TRA VEL. LAYER LAYER STD DEV L"YER TeTAL REFRAC REFRAC BASE
# CRUISE DEC I MAL. DEGREES IN TIME DI P VELeC VELeC THICK THICK VEL':C INTERC MENT
(,,) .SeUT¡. ( " ) . wEST DEG SEes DEG KM/SEC KM/SEe KM KM KM/SEC SEe
6, 093 , 0 2.73 ,20 .61+ 5'256.627
· 0 2.81+ .33 .76 6. 01
7. 131+
· 0 1+ '26 2.58 1.08 "09
269 A2 75 +32,838 "012'142 302 5'185 -. 8 1,50 ' 01 3090. 3' 90
5. 6,+6 ... 9 1"81 · 21 .42 4. 3:? ë" 42 4.721
6. 169 ". 9 2'21+ 1.11 .59 1+.90 3 '07 5.488
6, 898 3. C' 3'05 .26 1,11 6' 01 5. CiO 6.522 1
270 A2 75 +33, 067 .013,788 :;65 5,918 l C l' 51 · 00 4.47 1+' 476.598 , 0 1'66 010 .57 5'03
7'019
· 0 2,65 .12 ,56 5'59 2 '98 5,951
7. 370
-3' 8 3 '1 6 '17 .56 6 '15
8. 200
.3. 8 4,50_ .00 1.40 7'Se= 5' 00 8, 1+22
271 A2 75 +34'003 .012.622 063 5.915 · 0 1,51 · 00 4,47 4, 476.553
· 0 1.77 016 .56 5 '03
7 '102
· 0 2' 51 .08 ,69 5.7?7,995 "4 '6 4' 36 .95 1'95 7'67 4 '90 7'527
272 A2 75 +34'130 .012'293 C60 5.928 · 0 1"51 · 01 4.48 1+'486.597
· 0 2'03 , 27 .68 5 '16 2'29 5'1317 '134
· 0 2 '13 .35 .57 5.13 :3' 20 6'4287.995
· 0 3' 01 · 20 1.30 7. 028.124 .2,5 1+ ,50 1,90 2.28 9.30 4.90 7.951+ 1
273 A2 75 +34.1+78 "011.408 063 5.936
· C 1,51 ' 00 4.48 4.486.766 , 0 2'07 .15 ,86 5'347'419
, 0 2.50 ' 21 ,82 (, '168. 051
' 0 3.96 1,33 1.25 7.41 4'37 6,693
274 A2 75 +31+' "08 "009.952 122 5.738 · 0 1,51 · 00 4.33 4'336.,84
· C 1"65 ,31 .53 4. 866.718
, 0 2 '15 .13 ,36 5'22 3' 29 6, 1587.526 2' 1 3'15 3. 15 1,28 6.Sr- 3.8.. 6.859
7.993
....i 3.71 .1+1+ .87 7'36
277 A2 75 +34. SS8 . c08, 1+85 352 1+'153 · 0 1,50 ' 01 3' 12 3'1':
1+. 257 1 '1 l' 62 .65 008 3021
,+.~53 l' 8 1.99 .56 .39 306r' 2' 40 3'3274.790 108 2'1+0.. '00 2.69 6029 1+ 0 00 6,629
278 A2 75 +35'1+05 .010.1+20 351 5. s80 ' 6 1,51 001 1+.21 1+. 215.998 203 1"77 .52 .37 4.5116.405 l' 7 2' 22 , 09 .45 5. 03
6091+3 l' 7 2,42 .51 ,65 5. 68 3' 00 50561
7, 21+0 l' 7 3' 28 ,81+ .1+9 6'1' 4' 70 6,693
7. 61+0 l' 7 11.70+ 000 .35 6' 152 1
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